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OFFICE 

This invention relates to accounting machines ployee before cashing the same, are shown his 
and similar business machines and is directed par- clock number, the number of hours that he 
ticularly to the recording means of such types worked, the gross amount of his check, a list of 
of machines. the deductions and symbols indicating what the 

The invention is embodied in machines of the 5 deductions are for, the balance of the advances 
general type shown in the following United States which have been made to such employees to date, 
Letters Patent, and reference may be had to them and also the total of his gross earnings to date. 
for a complete showing and description of stan_d- On this stub is also printed the net amount of 
ard mechanisms not fully disclosed herein: his check, which is identical with the amount 
United States patents, Nos. 1,619,796; 1,747,397; 10 printed on the main portion of the check. 
1,761,542; and 1,916,535 issued March 1, 192.7; A ledger card may also be printed by the ma-
February 18, 1930; June 3, 1930; and July 4, 1933, chine shown in the present invention, upon which 
respectively, to Bernis M. Shipley; No. 2,175,346, ledger card there appear in duplicate the date, 
issued October 10, 1939, ,to Maximilian M. Gold- the employee's clock number, and the serial num-
berg; No. 2,141,332 issued December 27, 1938, to 15 ber of the check. The number of hours is also 
Charles H. Arnold; No. 1,693,279 issued Novem- printed on the ledger card, the amount of OAB 
ber 2.7, 1928, to Walter J. Kreider; and the follow-' or SOCial security paid, the gross earnings on the 
ing co-pending applications for United states present check, the total earnings to date, the 
Letterl; Patent for accounting machines: Serial amounts repaid on advances, and finally the 001-
Number 324,462, filed March 18, 1940; by Mayo 20 ance on the advances. 
A. Goodbar, now Patent No. 2,305,000, issued De- On the detail strip or audit sheet the machine 
cember 15, 1942; Serial Number 359,374 filed is adapted to keep a very complete record of all of 
October 2, 1940, by Pascal Spurlino and Konrad the transactions Which transpire in connection 
Rauch, and Serial Number 381,962 filed March 6, with each employee. 
1941, ,by Pascal Spurlino, Mayo A. Goodbar, and 25 On this sheet, in connection with each payroll 
Marvin D. Frost now Patent No. 2,345,839, issued check which is issued, there is a printed record 
April 4,1944. of the employee's clock number, the number of 

The machine embodying the present invention hours worked, the total of his earnings to date: 
and as now constructed is well adapted for use the balance of advances that he owes to date, 
by any organizations where a large number· of 30 and the gross earnings, all of which are printed 
payroll checks are to be issued periodically and in one line. In the next line are printed the 
particularly where such organizations wish to number of deductions which the employee may 
keep accurate records of totals of the amounts have had if the amount of such deductions does 
paid to their employees, and also a record of· the not exceed three. If there are 1,2 or 3 deductions, 
various deductions which nowadays is common 35 all of them are printed on the second line. If 
practice. As is well known, such deductions in- there are more than three deductiorls, then the 
elude social security payments, group insurance fourth deduction is printed on the third line. On 
premiums, payments on advances . made to the the next line, whether it be the third or fourth 
employees by the Company, interest on such pay- line, is printed the present status of the em-
ments and many types of deductions which vari- 40 ployee's account, which is the new gross earnings 
ous organizations permit their employees to make to date, the new balance of advances, and the 
against their gross earnings for a definite period. net amount of his check, along with the serial 

Accurate records of each of the various types number of the check. 
of individual deductions are accumulated in the Such a record Is printed by the machine on the 
machine with the result that the Company: may 45 audit strip for each employee's account as his 
at any time definitely ascertain. by means of payroll check Is printed by the machine. 
printed records the various totals·of such deduc- Certain of the amounts printed' on the check, 
tions, also the totals of the net earnings of the the ledger sheet and the audit strip are set up 
employees, the grosS earnings of the employees on the keyboard of the macl:line, the same he-
and the advances made to the employees. . 50 ing divided into sections, whereUpOn the em-

The machine is also adapted to print.a payroll ployee's clock number may be set up on certain 
check upon the main portion of which are shown keys, the number of hours worked on other keys, 
the check number, the date, and the net amount and then a control key is operated to cause such 
of the check. On a stub portion of the check, amounts to be added into or subtracted from 
which 1stO be torn off and retained by the em-· 55 totalizers in the machine. On the next opera-
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tion the same keys upon which the employee's It is, therefore, one object of this invention to 
clock number and the number of hours worked are provide an accounting machine with means for 
set up, may be used to set up the previous earn- distributing items into a plurality of classification 
ings to date and the advances to date. These are totals and also provide a plurality of "Cross-
two separate operations and are called pick-up op- I) footers" or ,add-subtract totalizers for obtaining 
erations. After such operations the operator sets the proper totals and balances of the various 
UP on the keyboard the various deductions, such as necessary items. 
OAB or social security, the insurance deductions, Another,object of this invention is to provide 
repayment of money against the advance payment an accounting machine with a more :flexible type 
totals, and various other types of deductions, such 10 of record materIal feeding mechanism. 
as garnishees, welfare deductions, and several '. Another object Is to provide a novel feeding 
others designated as miscellaneous deductions. mechanism for the record material whereby a 

After the necessary deductions are made, then plurality of data may be printed on one line, a . 
the keys in the total row are operated, usually in plurality of data or a single item may be printed 
the following order: The "Advances to date" total 15 on an adjacent line, and a plurality of data 
key is depressed, then the "Earnings to date" total printed on a thfrd line, all in connection with one 
key is depressed, a'nd finally the "Net check" key transaction. ' 

. is depressed. The results of the depressions of A further object of the present invention is 
these three keys are as follows: The total "Ad-to provide a novel control for the several im
vances to date" are printed on the check, the 20 pression means associated with the record mate-
ledger card and the audit strip, the "Earnings to rial, which control Is wholly dependent upon the 
date" are also printed on all three of such record type of operatIon through which the machine is 
materials, and the amount of the "Net check" is being put. 
printed on the check and the stub portion of the Another object of the present invention is to 
cheqk and also upon the record strip. 25 provide an easily accessible audit strip supporting 

Usually the sequence of operation is first to mechanism, one which can be very readily slid 
pick up the "Earnings to date," which amount outwardly from the machine so that it can be 
may be secured from the ledger card, and the reloaded very conveniently at any time. 
next operation is to pick up the balance of the Another object of this invention is to provide 
"Advances to date" which also is obtained from 30 a hand spacing or feed mechanism for the audit 
the ledger card. strip, and in conjunction with said hand feeding 

Some organizations prefer to use a time clock mechanism means is provided for releasing the 
card for the purpose of setting up the employee's mechanism that normally retains the audit strip. 
clock number, the number of hours worked, and roll in position when the hand feeding means is 
various types of deductions, such as social se- 3:; moved in the reverse direction. . 
curity, group insurance, advances, etc. Another object of the present invention is to 

Therefore, in order to take care of such condi- provide a special drive mechanism for the printer 
tions, the present machine is provided with an means whereby certain· parts of the printing 
attachment, in which a stack of such time cards mechanism receive two complete cycles of oper-
may be placed in position directly above the key- 40 ation during total taking operations whereas 
board of the machine so that they can be easily other parts of the same printing mechanism re-
read by the operator. ceive only o:\1e cycle of operation during total 

These cards are stacked in a substantially ver- taking operations, which is the usual imanner in 
tical position. However, they do lean slightly which printing means of machines of the present 
forward. There is a weight block back of the 4S type are operated. 
cards to keep them all forward so that the first In other words, generally a total taking oper-
one in front is underneath a picker, or card eject- ation consists of two cycles of operation, whereas 
ing device. This device is operated by an Eilectro- adding operations consist of one cycle of opera-
magnet and functions upon the depression of the tion, and previously usually the printing mecha-
"Earnings to date" key in the total row. 10 nism is wpolly disabled during the first cycle of 

The attachment also has a motor which is con- a two-cycle total taking operation, whereas in the 
stantly driven and which operates a set of feed- present invention, as' above stated, there is pro- . 
ing rolls to. which the card is presented upon the vided a novel means for giving a part of the print-
downward movement of the picker, whereupon ing mechanism two cycles of movement during 
the card is fed into a storage bin directly below IS certain total taking operations and also only the 
that part of the attachment which supports the one usual second cycle of operation during other 
stack of cards. This Of course brings into view total taking operatiOns. 
the next employee's card, from which data may A st1ll further object of the present invention 
be read to pick up various items that are to be . is the provision ofa. novel control means for 
entered into the machine as above described. eo controlling the operation of the individual Im-

For the purpose of illustrating one form of the pression means assocIated with the record mate-
present invention, the machine shown hereIn Is rial. 
constructed to perform the functions stated Another, object of this invention Is the provi-
above. However, it is not intended to limit the sion of novel mechanism to work in conjunctIon 
invention to this one form, as other forms for es with said control-means to automatIcally position 
fulfilling other types of business systems may be the same 1(0 control the printing on the record 
used without in any way departIng from the in- material; depending upon the type of transaction 
vention. This is particularly true in connection being entered In the machine and also deJ)eJiding 
with the audit strip, the control of the impres- upon the number of certain other types of 6pera-
sion means for printing thereon, and the feeding 70 tions beIng entered in the machine. 
means for feeding the .audit strip at the proper WIth these and incidental objects in view, the 
time and preventing feed of the record strip at invention includes certain novel features of con-
other times ·under the control of the three banks struction and combinations of parts, the essen-
of control keys and one bank of total keys, sbown tial elements of which are set forth in appended 
in the present invention. 10 claIms and a preferred form or embodiment of 
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which is hereinafter described with reference to means for permitting removal of. the audit striP 
the drawings which accompany and form a part and 1n.stallation of another onto 
of this spec11lcation. Pig. 18 shows a pOrtion of the frame for carry-

In said drawings: ing the audit strip and the mounting therefor, 
1I':\g. 1 is a diagrammatic view of the keyboard 6 and the guide means for feeding the strip around 

of the machine. ' throUgh the frame so that it can be properly 
1I':\g; 2 is a section of the machine taken to the printed upOn. 

right of one of the amount banks, and shows the 1I':\g. 19 is a detail of the means for controlling 
dUferentlal mechanism associated therewith. the feeding of the impression selecting plates dur-

Plg. 3 is a skeleton view of a pOrtion of the 10 ing operations of the machine in which deduc-
mechanism for controlling the operation of the tions are being entered in the machine. 
differential mechanisms of certain of the banks of Fig. 20 is a detail of the means for feeding the 
transaction ke,.. by certain of the transaction hammer selecting pla~ during total operations. 
keys in other banks, and also by the keys of the 1I':\g., 21 shows the means to prevent the feed-
total bank. Iii lng means of Fig. 19 from feeding when totals 

Pig. 4 Is a section of the machine taken to the are cleared from row three. ' 
right of the first bank of trarisaction keys look- Pig. 22 shows the overthrow preventing means 
ing toward the left of the machine. for the feeding means of Pig. 20. 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary view of a portion of 1I':\gs. 23 to 26 show individually the four con-
the second transaction bank and shows the means 211 trol plates for controlling the feeding of the audit 
controlled thereby for contrOlling the dlfferen- strip on certain types of operation and prevent-
tial mechanism of the first transaction bank to ing the feed of the strip on other types of opera-
be set to the eighth pOsition upon operation of tions. The plates of Figs. 23 and 26 are controlled 
the key in the fourth position of the second trans- by the total control row, the plate of Fig. 24 is 
action bank. 25 controlled by the mechanism shown In Figs. 19 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary view of the total key and 20, and the plate of 1I':\g. 25 Is controlled di-
bank, and shows the means whereby a device rectly from the second transaction bank. 
under control of the second transaction bank Figs. 27 to 35 inclusive show detalls of the 
is used to transmit motion from the key lock shaft selecting plates for controlling the selection of 
to operate the control row detent to control the 30 the hammers for printing on the audit strip. Of 
differential mechanism associated with the sec- this group of figures, Figs. 27, 30 and 33 show the 
ond transaction bank, to be set In the first and plates controlled by the total row; the plates of 
second poSitions under control of the first two Figs. 28, a1 and 34 are set under the control of 
keys of the total row. the mechanism of Figs. 19 and 20; and the plates 

Fig. 'I is a view of the driving. mechanism from 35 of Figs. 29, 32 and 35 are set under the control 
the maln drive shaft of the machine, shOwing of the differential mechanism of row 2. 
how B portion of the printing mechanism receives Fig. 36 is a facsimile of <a portion of the audit 
only one cycle of o!)eration during a two-cycle strip. 
total takmg operation nnd how another portion Fig. 37 is a facsimile of the Check printed by 
of the printing machJ!,n1sm rect:i ,es two full cycles 40 the present machine. 
of opeTntioT.l dUTing the two-cycle total taking Fig. 38 is a faCSimile of a ledger card printed 
operation. by the present machine. 

Fig. 8 !s t? fragmentary partial view in edge Fig. 39 is a perspective View of the machine 
elevation of So :paTt of the drIving mechanism of and also shows the attachment and the time clock 
Fig. 7. 45 cards used by the operator to pick up the num-

Figs. 9A Bnd 9:51 together constitute a top plan ber of hours worked by the employee and also 
view of the -printing mechanism for printing on o.ther data from the cards, as previously men-
the audit strip and also shows a portion of the tlOned. 
control means for :eeding the strip and also for Fig. 40 is a view of a portion of the mechanism 
controlling the impression means aSSOCiated with tiO of the time card supporting attachment and 
said audit strip. . shows how the card picker mechanism is 1'e-

Figs. lOA and lOB constitute a right side ele- leased for operation upon the depression of the 
vation of the mechanism shown in Figs. 9A and "Ea~nings. to date" key of the total row. 
9B. FIg. 411S a time chart illustrating the time of 

Fig. 11 shows the means for raising and lower- 55 operation of the various mechanisms described. 
ing the hammers prior to the actual operation . GENERAL DESCRIPrIOlf 
thereof for printing. . , . 

Fig. 12 shows the means for operating the boDed Ingscnbe
t 

d In gene!al terms the machine em-
h ft Y he instant Invention is of the type gen,· 

ammers a .ar they have been raised into ap- 60 erally disclosed in the above mentioned Shipley 
proximate pnnting posItion. and Goldberg patents. These patents disclose Il. 

Fig. 13 shows the means for connecting the plursllty of totalizers into which may be d1s-
hammers to and disconnecting the hammers from tributed various amounts, according to the busi-
theIr operatIng means. ness system for which the machine is bUilt. In 

Fig. 14 Is a detail view of the common alining 65 the present instance the totalizers are adapted 
means for the entire set of impression control to receive the many and various items consti-
and feed control means. ~uting individual transactions that are handled 

Fig. 15 Is a detail of the means for feeding In the process of making out payroll checks. The 
the audit strip. . above mentIoned patents also disclose what are 

Fig. 16 18 a detail of the means for praventing 70 kn~~ in the an;, as add 'and subtmct totalizers 
overthrow movement of saId feeding means or Crossfooters, from which balances may be 

Fig. 17 shows the means for retaIning the ~Udit ' printed at any desired tIme .. 
strip supply roll in its normal pOsitIon in the if: chathe presetnnt machines there has been a defi-
machine and also sh n nge the pOSition and operation of the 

, OW! the manually operated 71 master tape or ~udit striP. In the patents above 
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mentioned, the ,audit strip is usually in the front· in the art as "Control keys," for the purpose of 
of the machine, whereas In the present machine selecting various totalizers for the distribution of 
this master tape or audit strip is at the right end the transactions entered In the machine. There 
of the machine and in the forward part thereof. is also a row of total-taking keys, which control 
Moreover it is SO mounted on a slidable and tilt- is t~e machine. for the purpose of taking totals of 
able frame that the entire audit strip may be the necessary items in connection with the print-
slid forwardly out of the machine and tilted to a ing of a payroll check and for clearing the vari-
substantially right angled position from normal, . ous totalizers at the close of any day when it is 
for the purpose of removing the old audit strip desired to clear out the machine to render it 
or the core of the old audit strip when the strip 10 ready for business for the follOwing day or any 
is exhausted, so as to replace a. new roll in the other following period. 
machine. After the replacing of the roll, the The rows of control keys above mentioned will 
audit strip frame is again tilted back to its hori- hereinafter be known as transaction keys, and 
zontal position and moved toward the rear of are numbered row 1, row 2, and row 3, for pur-
the machine and latched in position relative to 15 poses of a better understanding of the controls 
the printing mechanism or hammers, by means effected by these keys over the printing ha.mmers 
of which printed impressions are made from the and also over the feeding mecha.nism for the audit 
groups of columnarly positioned type wheels strip. The extreme righthand row of keys in Fig. 
which are set under control of the internal gear 1 will be known hereinafter as the total row. 
drive mechanism, such as that fully illustrated 20 In the carrying out of the invention herein 
,and described in the above mentioned Kreider described, a mechanism is utilized for control-
patent. ling the release of certain printing hammers and 

In the previously mentioned co-pending appli- the effectiveness of the audit strip feed, which is, 
cations of Spurlino and Rauch the master tape similar in construction to that Shown and de-
is also located at the right end of the machin9 25 scribed In Letters Patent of the United States 
but the printing upon said strip and the feeding No. 2,141,332, issued to Charles H. Arnold on 
mechanism of such strip are wholly different from December 27, 1938. However, in the Arnold 
those disclosed in the present application. patent, the adjustment of certain contrOl plates 

The hammers and type wheels for printing is under t.'1e sole control of the keys on the key:" 
upon the ledger card are located at the lefthand 30 board, and the column In which data is to be 
side of the machine and the type wheels and printed, and the effectiveness of the audit strip 
printing hammers for printing upon the payroll feed, are always the same for a given control key. 
checks are located substantially at the center of In the present invention, the hammer operation 
the machine. The payroll check is fed into the and audit strip feed mechanisms are controlled 
machine in substantially the same manner as are 35 in part by the keys on the keyboard and in part 
the telephone statements in the previously men- .by a special automatic mechanism. The oper-
tioned copending application of Mayo A. Good- ation of this automatic mechanism is determined 
bar, Serial Number 324,462. by the type of entry made during a preceding 

As above mentioned, there is also provided in operation, as will become apparent when the de-
the machine of the present invention the inter- 40. tailed description which follows is considered. 
nal gear driving mechanism, such as that dis- Described in very general terms, the effect of 
closed in the above mentioned Kreider patent, the special automatic mechanisms in controlling 
which is for the purpose of simultaneously set- the audit strip feed, acting jointly with the key-
ting up on groups of printing devices amount., board controls, is to caUSe the entries to be made 
and data under control of the keys so that print- 45 in the proper columns of one line, until a prede-
ing can be readily accomplished on an inserted termined number of such entries has been made 
ledger card at the extreme left of the machine, or until a different class of entry is to be made' 
upon the payroll check insertable near the cen- all of which is accomplished without overprint~ 
ter part of the machine, and also on the audit ing. Using the first transaction lIlustrated in Fig. 
strip which as above mentioned is located at the 50 36 as an example, this Joint control functions as 
right front part of the machine. follows: 

Such amounts are all set up under the con- The first three entries in' the order named 
trol of the amount keyboard, which in the present made are the amount Qf "Earning-to-date," the 
instance has, as above mentioned, the dual func- amount of "Pick-up advance balance," and the 
tion of setting up the clock number and number 55 amount of "Oross earnings." In the entry of 
of hours worked by the employee, and of set- each of these items, a printing hammer is selected 
ting up the gross amount of the employee's check, to cause the entry to be made in the proper col-
and is used also for the picking up of the other umn, but the audit strip feed mechanism is.con-
necessary figures, such as the "Earnings to date" trolled to remain in its original or unfed position 
and "Advances to date." These keys also are 60 so that all three items are printed on the sam~ 
used for setting up on the keyboard any and all line. During the entry of said three items the 
of the various types Of deductions that may be automatic mechanism is controlled by the 'key-
used· by various companies which may be using ~oard so as to be ineffective to modify the control 
such machines. . over the printing and feeding until the last one 

As has been previously mentioned, the ma- 65 of the three items is entered, during which oper-
chine keyboard is arranged for taking care of ation the feed controls are set so that the audit 
business systems in connection with organiza- strip is line-spaced during the next operation. 
tions that wish to issue payroll checks and keep When the items illustrated on the second line 
very complete records of all of the various trans- are entered, which items represent deducts the 
actions which pertain to the issuance of any par- 70 automatic mechanism is set in motion, so· that 
ticuiar payroll check. The machine is, therefore, the selection of a hammer and the operation of 
provided with the amount keys 'as above men- the audit strip feed mechanism are modified in 
tioned, of SUfficient capacity to take care of such accordance with the number of deducts entered. 
types of business. For example, when the first deduct is entered on 
. There are also three rows of what are known 75 line two, the hammer for the second column is 
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selected and the feed mechanism is inetrective; this machine and instead the machine is released 
when the second deduct is entered, the hammer for operation by depression of any one of a plu-
for the third column is selected and the feed rallty of so-called "motorized" or "operating" 
mechailiSm is still inetrective; and when the third keys located in the transaction control rows 1. 2 
deduct is entered, the hammer for the fourth • and 3, and also located in the lower half of the 
column is selected and the feed mechanism 1a total row. These keys will be explained more 
stlllinetrective. in detail later in the specification. 

When each of these three deducts is entered, Depression of any of the operating keys re-
the automatic mechanism is advanced one sUp, leases a key lock shaft II (Figs. 2, 4 and 5) to the 

. so that: at the end of the oPeration in which 10 action of a spring (not shown) , which rocks said 
the third deduct is entered, the automatic means shaft a sUght distance clockwise to operate the 
will have set controls to cause the audit striP to clutch mechanism which connects the driving 
feed during the next machine operation. In this motor to a main shaft &2 journaled in the ma-
manner, when the maximum number of columns chine side frames 50 and II. The movement of 
have items entered therein, the audit strip will 11 this shaft II simUltaneously operates the Switch 
feed during the next succeeding operation, re- mechanism which closes the cirCuit to the motor, 
gardless of which deduct key on the keyboard thus causing the motor to operate' and drive the 
.is depressed. If, on ·the other hand, less than . main drive shaft 62. 
three deducts are entered, or when deducts in As above stated, the machine herein is adapted 
multiples other than three are to be entered, 20 to make two types of operations, one of which is 
then another automatic means becomes etrective an adding operation consisting of one cycle, and 
to restore the controls. set by the first automatic. the other of which is .a total taking operation 
mechanism to their original controlling condi- Consisting of two cycles. In this appUcation, one 
tions. Thus, for example, if one, two, four, or complete rotation of shaft &2 is considered "one 
five deducts are entered, then, when the next 21 cycle" of operation. . 
entry other than deduct ·is made, following the After the machine has performed the proper 
said one, two, four, or five deducts, the first number of cycles of operation to complete the 
automatic means Is actuated to restore the ham- type of operation beirig executed, the key lock 
mer selecting controls and the audit strip feed shaft 61 is returned counter clockwise (Figs. 2, 
control to their original controlling conditions, 30 4 and 5) to disengage the clutch mechanism and 
so that a feed of the audit strip will take place simUltaneously to open the switch to the electric 
under control of the depressed key of the key- motor . .When the machine is manually operated 
board. by the Use of a hand crank, the operating keys 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION are used for releasing the machine in exactly 
H the same manner as when the machine is elec-

Framework and O'])eratit&{1 mech4niBm trically operated. 
The machine framework for the main part of Ke1lbOarcl 

the machine comprises a left frame II (Figs. 2 
and 4) and a right frame 5 I (shown only partially The keyboard of the machine is shown in dia
in Fig. 8) which support most of the machine 40 grammatic :form in Fig. I, and is also indicated 
mechanism and which are in turn secured to a in the perspective view of Fig. 39. Referring 
base (Figs. 2 and 4) and are further suppOrted now particularly to Fig. 1, there ar.e seven rows 
in relation to each other by various cross frames, of amount bank keys 63. The first three left;' 
rods and bars. The base 12 rests on and is se- hand rows under the heading "Clock number" 
cured to four printer frames, only three of which 45 are used for setting up the employee's clock num-
are shown in the present application. The left- ber. The next two rows under the "Hours 
hand printer :frame is not shown. However, the worked" heading are used for setting up the 
left one of the two intermediate frames is shown number of hours the employee has worked and 
in Figs. 2 and 3, and is numbered 13. The two the two right rows of keys 63 set up fractions 
righthand printer frames 54 and &I are shown in 110 of hours. However, all of the keys 63 may be 
Figs. ·9A, 9B, and lOB. The printer frames 13, used for setting up amounts of various kinds for 
54 and II are in turn mounted on a sub-base the various types of entries necessary in connec-
56, shown only In Figs. lOA and 18, and are held tion with the system described herein. There are 
in proper lateral relation by varIous rods and tie three rows of transaction keys, the keys of row 1 
bars, one of the tie bars 11 being shown in Pigs. 115 being numbered 54, the keys of row 2 being 
lOA, 11, 12, and 18, and the other tie bar .. be- numbered &5, and the keys of row 3 being num-
ing shown In Fig. 2. bered &1. There is also a total row of keys con-

The machine proper, and also the printing slsting of three total keys 61, used for selecting 
mechanism thereof, are enclosed in a suitable the totalizers of the Various grolips of totalizers 
cabinet 59 (Figs. 2, 4 and 36), having the neces- 60 corresponding to rows 1, 2 and 3 of the trans-
sary hinged sections for access to certain parts action keys, when taking the totals of the In-
of the machine by the operator whenever necea- dividual totalizers associated with these three 
sary. Certain of these sections will be later de- rows. There are also three keys 68 in the '''total 
scribed in connection with the audit strip mech- row," used for selecting totalizers to print the 
anism. All of the hinged sectioru;, wherever nec- 615 various totals necessary to complete the trans-
essary, are provided with suitable locks to pre- action aSSOCiated with anyone employee, when 
vent unauthorized persons from haVing access to his pay-roll check is printed on the machine. 
the inner parts of the machine. The totalizers and their various arrangements, 
( Normally the machine is electrically operated including the crossfooters, will be later discussed 
by a conventional type of motor such as that 70 under heading of the totalizers. However, it 
disclosed in the Shipley patents referred to here- might be well to state here that the manner in 
inbefore, and in addition a hand erank is pro- which the transaction keys 64, 6t and II and the 
vided for operating the machine manually when total keys 81 and 68 control the selection of the 
pecessary. The well known electric starting bar di1ferent totalizers, and the manner in which 
used on previous machines has been omltted:from TI the keys 81 and 68 control the engaging and dis-
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engaging movement of the ditferent' totalizer is prlnted'under "Gross and balances" on the 
lines are fully explained in the Shipley patents stub portion of the payroll check. 
previously referred to and also in the co-pending It will be noticed that the items thus far·en-
application of BerIiis M. Shipley, Pascal Spurlino tered have all been printed on one line on the 
and Everett H. Placke, Serial Number 677,980 I audit strip, which means, of course, that there 
filed June 28, 1933 which issued into Patent No. has been no feeding of the audit strip up to this 
2,262,258 on November 11, 1941. Therefore, in. time. The feeding of the audit strip is controlled 
view of the above patents, only a general descrip-:- by the control keys, and the control keys used .in 
tion will b.e given of the totalizers under that entering the above-described items control the 
heading, as it is believed that the complete illus- 10 audit strip mechanism to prevent a feed of the 
trationS and detailed descriptions of the total- audit strip. 
i~rs in the above mentioned patents will be suf- The next step in the transaction is the enter-
ficient for all purposes herein. . ' ing of various deductions necessary to be taken 

A description of the transaction keys .. , 65, from the gross earnings. The first deduction Is 
and 68 and the total keys nand 81 in connec- 11 the Old Age Benefits or Social Security, whlch ac-

, tion with their general functions will now be fur- cording to the gross earnings of $55.00, at the 
rushed, and it is thought best to refer particu~ present rate would ,be 55 'cents,whlch amount. 
larly to Figs. 36, 37, and 38 and illustrate one is set up on the amount keys 63, after which the 
specific example of the various transactions en-"OAB deduct" key 66 of row 3 is depressed, where
tering into the printing of a single payroll check 20 upOn this amount is printed on the second line 
on the machine disclosed in this application. of the second column of the audit strip, accom-

For the example, let us consider the first three . panted by the symbol "SS" designating Social 
lines of printing on the detail strip in Fig. 36, the 'Security. This amount is also printed in the OAB 
first line of printing on the ledger card (Fig. 38) column of the ledger card and is printed in the 
and all of the printing on the payroll check in 21 column headed "Deductions" on the stub portion 
Fig. 37. ,of the payroll check. ,Another deductIon for in-

The first operation necessary is for the operator surance is to be made for this same employee, 
to pick up the earnings to date, and this is done and this amount, $2.00, is set up on the amount 
by setting up the amount on the amount keys 63. keyboard, after which the "Insurance deduct" 
Let us assume that the previous earnings to date 30 key 66 of row 3 is depressed, and thls amount 
were $40.00. The operator sets up $40.00 on the is printed in the third column of the audit sheet, 
first four righthand banks of amount keys 63 accompanied by the symbol "IN," designating in-
and then depresses the "Pick up earnings to date" surance. It w1ll be noted, that this amount is 
key 65 in row 2. This entry requires a single printed in the same line of the audit strip in 
cycle operation and $40.00 is printed in the sec- 31 which the social security amount of 55 cents is 
ond column on the audit strip along with the printed. This same amount of $2.00 is also 
designation PU, which indicates pick-up. The printed in the "Deductions" column on the stub 
next entry to be made is the pick up of the ad- pOrtion of the employee's check but not on the 
vance balance which entry requires a single-cycle ledger card. 
operation. Let us assume that the employee owed 40 The next deduction is $5.00, whlch the employee 
the company $20.00. Therefore, this amount, is payIng toward the $20.00 which he owes the 
$20.00, is set up on the amount keys 63 and the Company. This amount of $5.00 is set up on the 
"Pick up advance balance" key 6C in row 1 is amount keyboard, after which the "Repayment 
depressed, whereupon during the ensuing opera., deduct of advance paYment" key '66 of row 3 
tion of the machine, $20.00 is printed in the third 41 is depressed, whereupon thls amount is printed 
column on the audit sheet, along with the pick up in the fourth column on the audit sheet and is 
symbol "PU." The next item entered into the accompanied by the symbol "AD" representing 
machine is the employee's clock number and the advance payment deduction. This amount of 
number of hours worked. This entry also re- $5.00 is likewise printed in the same line in which' 
quires only a single cycle operation. The clock 110 are printed the Social Security and the insurance. 
number, 123, is set up on the three lefthand rOW$ This amount of $5.00 is also printed in the 
of keys 63 under the heading "Clock number" and "Repaid" column of the ledger card and in the 
the number of hours worked, say 45, is set up on "Deductions" column on the stub portion of the 
the two rows of keys under, the heading "Hours employee's check. 
worked," after which the "Clock number hours lSI After this last deduction was entered, the audit 
worked" key 64 of row 1 is depresse~ and the strip was advanced one step so that the next 
machine Is operated. entry of the transaction is printed upon a new 

Before the clock number and the hours worked line. 
are entered the ledger card and a payroll check This next entry of the transaction is a two-
are placed in the machlne and during the rna., 110 cycle operation and it is not necessary to depress 
chlne operation the clock ~umber and the hours any amount keys because the dat~ printed during 
worked are entered on these two records. The this entry is all entered automatIcally. To ~'f1ter 

perato is thereafte ready to enter the gross this next Item, the operator depresses the Ad-
o . r. r a these . vances to date" key -68 of the total row, where-
earnmgs of the employee. Assume th t III upon the machine makes two complete cycles of 
gross earnings are $55.00, which amount"is set operation, and during this operation the total 
up on the amount keys 63, after which the Gross of the employee's advances, whiCh in this instance 
earnings" key .a5 of row 2 is depressed which re- is $15.00 (which is the $5.00 deducted from the 
leases the machine for a single cycle operation, previOUS advance of $20.00), and is printed in the 
during which this itemisenteredintothemachine. '10 third column on the audit strip, accompanied by 
This gross amount of $55.00 is printed in the the gymbol "A,"· designating advances. This 
fourth column of the audit sheet ' and is accom- amount is also printed in the "Balance on ad-
panted by symbols "GR," represe1clting Gross vances" column on the ledger card and also in 
Earnings. This same amount is printed in the the ".Gross and balances" column on the stub 
column, "Eax::'-ingS today" on t~ ledger card and fI pOrtion of the employee's check. 
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The next Item of the transaction is aJso a two- banks, showIng said bank and Ita associated dif-

cycle operatIon and the operator depreuea the ferentlal mechanism, which will be considered. as 
"Earnings to date" key II In the total row, where- representatIve {If all of the amount banks. 
upon the amount of $95.00 and the symbol E are The amount keys II are mounted in a key bank 
printed in the second column of the audit sheet, • framework II, supported by rods 11 and '1, and . 
which $95.00 Is the sum of the previous earnings extending between the main frames .1 and II 
to date plus the gross earnings of the employee of the machine. Depression of one of the keys ., 
for the current period. This same amount Is rocks a zero stop pawl II ,for this particular 
printed In the "EarnIngs to date" column of the denomination counterclockwise out of the path 
ledger card and in the "GrOllS and balances" 10 of a reset spider III, free on a hub of an amount 
column on the stub portion of the payroll check. differential actuator III rotatably supported by a 

The last and final item of the present com- hub 102 extending between two Similar amount 
plete transaction for the printing of an employee's differential support plates 101 (only' one here 
check, and for the recording of all' of the various shown) in turn supported by rOds lac and III, 
items perta1n1ng to this check, Is accompllshed by lIS extending between the I51de frames II and II. 
the depression of a "Net check" key .1 of the There Is a pair-of support plates III for each 
total row, whereupon the amount of $47.45 is . amount differential and a tie rod 101 extends 
printed in the fourth column on the record strip through the holes in the center of the hubs 102 
accompanied by an asterisk, which designates the to secure aU of the amount d11ferentials in a 
net total. This totarof $47.45 Is the difference 20 compact unit. . 
between the grQSS earnings of $55.00 and the total A slot in the forward end of the spider 100 
of the three deductions of $5.00, $2.00, and 55 (Fig. 2) engages a stud in a .latch disengaging 
cents, which this employee had during the past arm lIT pivoted on an extension of the actuator 
pay period. 101. The arm 111 and a companion arm 101 to-

During the printing of this net check there Is 2G gether suPPOrt a d11fereutial latCh I •• for hori-
printed a check serial number, which in this in- zontal shifting movement. A spring 110 urges the 
stance is shown as 2085. ThIs Is printed on the arms 111 and fl. and the latch II. rearwardly to 
audit sheet in the fifth column and Is also printed normallY hold a foot-shaped projection III of 
on the main portion of the payroll check under said latch in engagement with a shoulder 112 on a 
the heading "Check number." 30 d11ferential driving segment III rotatably sup-

This net amount of $47.45 is printed in three ported on the hub of the actuator I... A link 
places on the employee's payroll check, once 114 pivotally connects the driving segment III to 
under the column headed "Net" on the stub por-. a cam lever 1111 pivoted on a stud III in the left-
tion of the check and twice on the main body of hand one of the plates III, and said lever 11& 
the check, as Is shown in Pig. 37. ' a5 carries rollers 111 and III which cooperate, re-

On certain checks where there have been no spectively, with the peripheries of companion 
advances, there are two operations, which are to plate cams II t and 121 secured on the main drive 
be omitted from the complete transaction entry. shaft 12. Depression of one of the amount keys 
The first operation, of course, Is the pick-up ad- 16 likewise moves the lower end thereof into the 
vance balance, of which th~re is none, and there- 40 path of a rounded surface 121 on an extension of 
fore no neceSSity for this operation, and since the arm 111. 
there are no advances it is not necessary to In adding operations the main shaft 12 and the 
operate the "Advances to date" key II in the' cams 119 and 120 make one clockwise revolution, 
total row. . causing the lever liD to rock the driving segment 

The means for controlling the feeding of the '5 113 first clockwise and then counterclockwise back 
audit strip So that the printing will be ac- to its normal position. During this clockwise 
complished in the proper places, and so there movement the segment III by means of the 
can positively be no 'overprinting at any time, shoulder 112, in cooperation with the projection 
under the control of the transaction keys in rows III of the latch 109, carries said latch and the 
1,2 and 3, and also under the control of·the keys 50 amount actuator 101 clockwise to unison there-
68 in the total row, will be later described. with until the rounded surface 121 contacts the 
Moreover there is also a definite specific control stem of the depreSSed amount key 11. This rocks 
of the' hammers for printing in all columns of the latch arm 111 and its companion arm 10. 
the audit strip in connection with the entry of the counterclockwise to disengage the projection III 
complete transaction just described. The control 55 from the shoulder 112 to interrupt the clockWise 
of the hammers during these transactions is also movement of the actuator III and to arrest said 
definitely determined by the transaction keys in actuator after having moved an extent com-
rows 1, 2 and 3, and also by the total keys Ga. mensurate with the value of the depressed amount -

The check and the ledger card are dated by key 63. Disengaging movement of the latch 109 
appropriate mechanism not shown nor deScribed 60 moves a rounded extension 122 thereof into en-
herein. gagement with the corresponding one of a series 
Amount banks and their associated differential of locating notches 121 on a plate 124, secured 

mechanisms between the rOd lac and an upward extension of 
. the lefthand support plate 101. 

As previously stated, the machine of this in- After the latch 10. is disengaged from the 
vention has seven rows of amount keys, which 65 shoulder 112 of the segment III, said segment 
may be used in some instances to set up amounts continues its clockwise movement without inter
and in other instances to set up clock members 
and hours worked. However, as all of the rows ruption, causing an arcuate surface 121 thereof, 
or, banks of keys 63 and their associated dif- in cooperation with the sole of the foot-shaped 
ferential mechanisms are Similar in every respect, 70 projection, III to lock the extension 122 of the 
it is b~lieved that a description of one of these latch 109 In the notch 121 corresponding to the 
rows of keys and its differential mechanism will value of the depressed amount keys II. When 
be sufficient. the lever III and the segment III reach the ter-

Fig. 2 Is a transverse sectional view of the ma- mini of their initial movementS clockwise, a roller 
chine taken just to the right of one of the amount7t) 128 carried by said lever II. engages an arcuate 
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surface 121 on the underside of an amount beam ents. The No. 3 or front line of totalizers has 
128 pivoted at 130 to the actuator 101 and forces 10 of the' well known interspersed addiDg totallz-
an arcuate surface on the upper edge of said ers thereon. 
beam to contact the hub of said actuator 101 to The No.1 and No.2, or upper and rear, total-
position the beam 121 in proportion to the de- Ii izer lines, as above mentioned, have the cross-
pressed amount key &3. The beam 128 has a slot footers and also the regular adding totalizers 
III which engages a stud 112 in a link 133, .the thereon. Such construction is illustrated in the 
upper end of which is pivotally connected to an co-pending application of Pascal Spurlino; Wil-
indicator positioning and totalizer selecting seg- liam M. Carroll, Arthur R. Colley, and Alfred· G. 
ment IU mounted on one of a series of llested 10 Kibler, Serial Number 376,670 rued January 30, 
tubes 135 supported by a shaft 13& joilrnaled in 1941, for Accounting machines. If any further 
the side frames 50 and 51. The lower end of information is needed with reference to such 
the link 133 is pivotally co~ected to a segment totalizer lines having cr<lssfooters and straight 
I n free ona shaft 138 journ.aled in the frames adding totalizers thereon, referen~ may be had 
110 and III. The segment 131 can·ies a stud 139 Iii to this application. 
which engages a camming slot in a zero elimina- The crossfooter on No. 1 line is, indicated by 
tion cam plate 140 pivotally mounted on a stud the reference number 11111, and the straight add-
141 in a segmental gear 142 free on a shaft 143, ing totalizer on this line is 1,111. On the back, 
also journaled in the frames 50 and III. The or No.2, line the crossfooter is 1111, and the other 
teeth of the segmental gear 142 mesh with the 20 five adding totalizers on this line are indicated 
external teeth of an external-internal ring gear by the reference numeral 1118. On the No. 3 or 
144, the internal teeth of. which mesh with a front line of totalizers, all of these totalizers are 
pinion 145 which drives 'a square shaft 14&. The indicated by the general reference number 159. 
square shaft in tum drives similar pinions mesh- Totalizers of these types are old and well known 
ing with the internal teeth of the gears similar '~l! in the art and are fully illustrated and described 
to the gear 144, the external teeth of which gears in the previously mentioned Shipley patents, and 
are adapted to mesh with and drive correspond- therefore no further deSCription of the construc-
ing denominational type wheels 150 in each row tion of these totalizers is felt necessary herein. 
of the column printing mechanism, which column As is usual in machines of this type the actu-
printing mechanism in the present case is for the :to ators 101 are diVided into three tooth sections 
purpose of printing on a ledger card at the ex- Nos. 160, 1&1, and 1&2. The sections 160 actuate 
treme left of the machine, on the employee's pay- the crossfooter and also the regulator totalizer 
roll check near the center of the machine, and !In the NO.1 line, the sections 161 actuate the 
also on an audit strip located at the right side of crossfooter and the other totalizers on the No. 2 
the machine. !II; line, and the tooth sectionS 1112 aCtuate the total-

This method of driving the type wheels of the' izers 159 on the front or No.3 line. 
column printing accounting machine is fully ex- In adding operations, the wheels of the selected 
plained in the previously mentioned Arnold Pat- totalizer or totalizers, as the case may be, are 
ent No. 2,141,332 an embodies an application of engaged with their respective sets of actuating 
the well known Kreider principle of driving mech- '0 tooth sections 160, 161 and ! 112 of the actuators 
anism disclosed in the above mentioned Kreider 101 after said actuators have completed their 
Patent No. 1,693,279. setting movement in a clockwise direction under 

For the purpose of properly alining the differ- control of the keys &3. 
ential mechanism and the type wheels set there- Return movement counterclockwise of the ac-
by there is provided on each of the segments 134 45 tuators 10 I, as explained above, rotates, the cor- , 
a series of notches I n engaged by an aliner 148 responding wheels «)f the selected and engaged 
secured to a shaft 149. totalizer or totalizers in proportion to the value 

The aliner is disengaged from the notches 141 of the depressed amount keys &3 to enter into 
during the differeritial setting of the type wheels, said totalizers the amount corresponding to the 
and after they have been set under the control 50 k~ys depressed. 
of the keys through the differential mechanism In subtract operations the corresponding sub-
the aliner 148 is again moved into engagement tract 'wheels of the crossfooters 155 and 156 are 
with the notches 141 thus positively alining the engaged with the teeth 1&0 and 1&1 of the actu-
type wheels during printing. ator 101 exactly the same as in adding operations, 

The zero elimination mechanism above men- 55 and the return movement of the actuator re-
tioned, which is for tf;le purpose of controlling versely rotates the adding wheels 155 and 15& 
the printing of zeros, and which is controlled by of the crossfooters through the reverse gearing 
the above mentioned zero elimlna.tion cam plate shown in Figure 2, which is well known in the 
140 is not directly involved in the invention in the- art and shown in several of the above mentioned 
present application and therefore no further ref- 60 Shipley patents and also in the last mentioned 
erence to the zero elimination mechanism will be co-pending application of Spurlino, Carroll 
given herein. Such type of zero elimination Colley and Kibler. ' 
mechanism is illustrated and described in the If no amount key 63 (Fig. 2> is depressed, the 
above mentioned Arnold Patent No. 2,141,332. zero stop pawl 99 remains in the path of the 

65 spider I DO upon initial movement of the actuator 
Totalizers I 0 I and engages said spider and breaks the latch 

The machin!! shown in this application has 109 to arrest said actuator in zero position. After 
. the actuator 101 is positioned at zero the roller 

the usual three lines of totalizers, numbered 1, 2 126 pOSitions the beam 128, the link 133 and the 
and 3, in Fig. 2. The No. 1 line has a balance r 
tota.lizer or crossfooter and also one straight 70 segments 134 and 131 in proportion thereto as ~ 

shown in Figure 2. ' 
adding totalizer on' it. The No. 2 or near line At the end of any type of ope~ation the actu-
has one crossfooter and five regular adding in- ator 101 is always returned to home position as 
terspersed totalizers of the type shown in the shown in Figure 2. However, the l1nks 133 and 
previoUSly mentioned Shipley and Goldberg pat- 75 the printing mechanisms controlled thereby" re-
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main in set positions at the end of machine oper
ations and are moved directly from these posi

9 
"Gross earnings" key II of row 2 is used in con
nection with .the issuance of a payroll check and 
is used when setting up the employee's gross 
check. The "Gross earnings" key has an indi-

tions to their new positions in the succeeding 
operations of the machine through the beam 
mechanism, which is old and well known in the 
art and is often referred to as the "m!n1mum. 
movement device." The usual transfer mecha
nism is provided for entering one unit in the next 
higher order when the lower order wheel passes 
through zero, in either positive or negative direc
tion. 
Transaction keyS and' differential mecnanflms 

associated therewith 

• vidual totalizer associated therewith to receive 
the data entered under control thereof, and it 
also controls the selection of the plus side of the 
No.1 crossfooter. The "Total hours" key &5 of 
row 2 is used to control the taJdng of a total of 

10 the number of hours worked from the totalizer 
associated therewith. The "Clock number" key 
II of row 2 is used to control the machine to 
print the clock number when iSSuing an advance 
cheek to an employee. The "Total new advance 

As hereinbefore mentioned the present ma- I. balance" key II of row 2 controls the machine 
chine is provided with three banks or rows of to add iIi the plus side of the No. 2 crossfooter 
transaction keys 64, &5 and &6. All of the trans- and is also used for controIling the machine for 
action keys have small numerals near the bottom taking the totals of the advance balance. 
thereof from 1 to 9 in row 1, 10 to 18 in row 2, All of the keyS of the transaction row 3 have 
and 19 to 27 in row 3, which indicate the various 10 associated therewith individual totalizers into 
positions of these keys and the totals in the which are ~dded the amounts set up in connec-
machine. tion with the deductions indicated on the keys 

Considering the keys of row I, the "Eject" key of this row. Also, all of said deductions are en-
is used to control the ejection of a check from tered into the minus side of the NO.1 crossfooter, 
the machine when one has been placed in there II and the "Repayment deduction of advance pay-
before it should have been. The "Pick-up ad- ment" key of row 3 also controls the machine to 
vance balance" key is used when picking up the enter amounts into the minus Side of the NO.3' 
advance balance of any employee's account when . crossfooter. 
writing his payroll check. Associated with this It is to be understood that the captions on 
key is an individual totalizer and the amount 10 these transaction keys Nos. 64, 65 and 66 are 
picked up will be added into said totalizer and used for illustrative purposes, and may be varied 
also into the plus side of the No.2 crossfooter, to suit the particular demands of any organiza-
which is located on the back totalizer line No.2. tion USing the machine. 
The "Clock number hours worked" key of row 1 The di:lferential mechanisms associated with 
is used when setting up the employee's clock al these three rows of transaction keys 64, .65 and 
number and the number of hours which he' 6& are substantially the same, and therefore a 
worked, and prints the clock number and the descliption of the row of keys 64 (row 1) and the 
numbers of hours, and controls the latch or dif- differential mechanism assOCiated therewith will 
ferential of the second bank to break in the fifth sufilce for all. As this differential mechanism is 
position so that the number of hours worked "similar to the amount di:lferential mechanism de-
will be added into the totalizer associated with scribed above, and is fully illustrated and de-
the HTotal hours" key 55. The "Benefit advance scribed in the patents referred to herein before, 
check" key 6ft, in the 7th position of row I, is only a brief description thereof will be necessary 
used when issuing a cheCk to pay an employee herein. AI; above stated, the keys 64 controi 
an advance amount and causes the amount of 41i transaction differentIal mechanism which selects 
this advance check to be added into the plus side certain totalizers corresponding to the keys and 
of the No. 1 crossfooter and also the plus side which positions the printing Wheels fOr printing 
of the No. 2 crossfooter to be used for fllrther symbols corresponding to the keys. This bank of 
purposes in obtaining the net check at the regu- 10 keys also controls, to a certain extent, the feed-
lar payroll period time. The "Correction" key ing of the audit strip and also the operation of 
Sll in the 8th position of row 1 is used only in the hammers in connection with the printing on 
connection with the "Net check" total key SI in said strip. The feeding mechanism is also con-
the total row to control certain elements of the trolled by the total row of keys later to be de-
machine to correct an erroneous set-up and to II scribed, and also by certain of the transaction 
add in the plus side of the No.1 crossfooter. The keys of rows 2 and 3. 
"Total advances" key 64 in the 9th position of The differential mechanism associated with the 
Jaw 1 is used only with the total key &1 in the first control bank or row 1, Which is controlled 
6th position of the total row to control the ma- by keys &4 and certain of the keys 65 and 66 
chine whereby it transfers totals to the totalizer in rows 2 and 3, is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, 
corresponding to the key position 18 of the second 80 and it will be briefly described, as it is similar 
transaction roW. to the control differentials illustrated and de-

The "Total earnings to date" key 81 in the scribed in the previously mentioned Shipley Pat-
first position of row 2 is used only with the total ent No. 1,916,535. . 
key &1 in position 5 to control the machine to The drive shaft &2 carries a pair of cams no 
clear the group total for the purpose of obtaining II for operating a lever 111 conected by a link 112 
the total earnings to date. The "Total net to the usual driving segment 173. The driving 
checks" key 65 has an individual totalizer asso- segment 111 and other parts of the differential 
ciated therewith and is used for controlling the mechanism are supported by a rod 114. 
machine for taking the totals of the net checks. The segment Ill, through the usual latch l1ii 
The "Pick up earnings to date" key &1 in the '10 carried by a differentially adjustable arm 116 sup-
third position of row 2 is used in connection with ported by the rod 114, rocks the arm 116 clock-
the picking up of the earnings prior to the issuing - wise until the forward end of the latch 111 con-
of a payroll check, so that to this earnings to tacts whichever one of the keys 14 is depressed, 
date may be added the amount of the gross check ., at which time the latch Is separated from the 
which is entered in the proper totalizer. The • driving segment, permitting the arm 111 to re-
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mainUi the position to which It bas been driven Automatic ditferentiaZ control from the trans-
under control of the depressed key". action banks 0/ 'ke1!s in row 1, 2 and 3, and 

The dl1ferential arm i16 carries the usual mInI- Ir.om the total row 01 keyS 
mum movement beam 111 connected to a link na Associated with the total rows of keys 61 and 
fast to an arm 11$ loose on the shaft 138 Sup-"5 .8 is a detent 200 (Fig. 6) mounted on the rod 114 
POrted by the side frames 50 and II r .. ' A link I a I and haVing lugs 20 I and 202 adapted to cooperate 
connects the arm 119 with a segment 182 se- with pins ZD3 and 204 in the "EarningS to date" 
cUred to the shaft 143 carried by the frames 110 key 68 and "Net check'~ key 68. respectively. 
and III. The upper end of the link 119 is plv-. Also mounted on the rOd 114 and associated with 
oted to an aligner segment 181 with which co_io the row 1 bank of transaction keys" is a detent 
operates the preViously mentioned aliner 148 2011 (Figs. 3 and 4) lmving a lug 206 cooperating 
which extends across all di1ferentlals. The seg- with a pin 199 in the "Clock number hours 
Dl~nt 18Z, by means not shown, sets a symbol type worked" key '4. Adjacent the detent 205 and 
wheel to print on a ledger sheet In the manner.. . pivoted on the rod 114 is another detent 201 
diSclosed In the above mentioned Arnold patent. Iii (Figs. 3 and 6) like the detent 200. which is for a 

The shaft 143. through means to be later con- purpose to be later described. Also pivoted on the 
sldered 1L detail. operates certain control means rOd 114 is a detent 208 associated with the keys 
in .the printer. dependlngupon the type of entry 66 of row 3. This detent 208 has 8 lugs 209 (Fig. 
being made In the machine. . 3) like the preViously described lugs. 20 I. 202 

The usual zero stop pawl 184. carried by a 20 and 208 of the detents 200 and 2011 for cooperat-
frame III. in which the traru;actlon keys 64 are ing with the pins 210 In all of the keys 66 of 
~dablymounted, is adapted to cooperate with row 3 except the "Insurance deduct" key. How-
an ann 188 supported by the rod 114. and the ever. ht-connectlon with this key.the detent 20B 
ann 118 is provided with a slot to cooperate with. carrie~-' a block 211 secured to the side thereof, 
a.pin 181 of the latCh 115 for this bank of keys 21i having a lug 212. which cooperates with the pin 
'4. The zero stop pawl 184 is normally In an in- 210 of the "Insurance deduct" key 86 of the third 
effective position, for a purpose to be later de- row. The detent 20a also has a lug 2 f 3 like the 
scribed. lugs 209, which lug is in alinement with the lugs, 

Under certain conditions it is necessary to con-., .' 209 and in position to be acted upon by a key 
trol this ·dl1ferential mechanism (Fig. 4)' asso-' 30 pin 214 on the "Pick up earnings to date" key 65 
ciated with the first transaction row of keys 64. of the second row of transaction keys. The pur-
by certain of the keys 65 and 66 in rows 2 and 3. poses of these lugs will be hereinafter explained. 

In other words, all of the keys 66 of row 3 will As preViously stated, the latch 1111 of the first 
cause the differential mechanism of row 1 to be· transaction bank of keys 64 carries a pin f B1 
stopped in the fifth position. Likewise all of these 35 extending into the slot of an arm 186,so that the 
keys II of row 3 will cause the differential mech- latch can be disconnected from the driver 113 by 
anism associated with row 2 to be stopped in the arresting the arm ,186. The arm 186 is integral 
sixth position. The "Pick-up earnings to date" with a plate 220 (Figs. 4 and 5) having seg-
key in the third position of row 2 controls the, mental sections 221 and 222. The segmental 
dIfferential mechanism of row 1 to be stopped in" 40 section 221 has two stopping blocks 223 and 224, 
the 6th position. The "Gross earnings" key in which coact with the end of an arm 241 when the 
the fourth position of row 2 causes the differen- latter is rocked into the path thereof in a manner 
tisl mechanism of row 1 to be stopped in the 8th later described. When the arm 241 is rocked 
position. into position to be engaged by block 223, the latch 

Total row 01 keys 

As viewed in Fig. 1 there are six keys In the 
total row. Three numbered 61 are for selecting 
the rows of totalizers when clearing the machine 
of the totals on the various lines. This control 
from these keys Is of the usual well known type 
shown and described in the previously mentioned 
Shipley Patent U19,796. 

The three keys 68 are used at the end of each 
of the payroll check issuing transactions in the 
fonowing order: First. the "Advance to date" key 
is used to print the total of the adVances to date, 
the "Earnings to date" key is, used to print the 
total of the earnings to date, and the "Net 
check" key Is used to print the amount of the 
net check. The "Net check" key 68 and the 
"Earnings to date" key 68 both control the stop-

45 nil is disengaged from the driver 113 when the 
differential member 1111 reaches its sixth posi
tion, and. when the arm 241 is in pOSition to be 
engaged by block 224. the differential arm 116 
is arrested in its fifth position. 

50 Associated with the row 2 bank of transaction 
keys l& is an arm 226 (Figs. 3 and 6) cooperat
ing with' a pin 225 carried by a latch mechanism 
221 supported by a dIfferentially adjustable arm 
228 and driven by a driving segment 229 for the 

55 second bank of keys. The latch mechanism 221, 
differential arm 228 and driver 229 are substan
tially the same as the latch 115, arm 116 and 
drive 113 of Fig. 4, of the first transaction bank. 

. The arm 226 Is integral with a plate 230 (Fig. 6), 
60 pivoted on the rod 114. and has an upper seg

mental section 231 and a lower segmental section 
. 212. Secured to the section 231 are two differen
tial stopping blocks 211 and 234 located in the 

ping, of the differential ~echanism"in the second_ fifth and sixth di1ferential pOSitions, respectively. 
transaction bank, the N~ check ~ey causing' 65 The fifth pOSition corresponds to the "Total 
tb.e s.econd bank dl1ferentlal mechanIsm to stop hours" key '4. The lower section 232 has two 
in the first posltlon to accumulate in the totalizer stopping blocks 2315 and 231 located respectively 
associated with this position all of the net checks in the zero and in the No.2 differential pOSitions 
that are issued. The "Earnings to date" key 68 .. , of the second transaction bank. 
controls the row 2 differential to stop in the zero 10 Cooperating with the two stop lugs 223 and 
poSition so that when finally clearing the ma- 224 of the' first transaction bank is the stop arm 
chine all of the totals of the earnings to date 241 (Figs. 3 and 4) integral with a yoke 245 
will be found in the totalizer located in the zero pivoted on a rOd 246 supported by the side frames 
position of row 2; that is the zero position of. ISO and 151. The other end of the yoke 245 has 
the back totallzer line. • '11i :pivoted thereto a link 240 connected to an up-
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standing arm 241 integral with the detent 208, 210 connected to the link 2&5 and to a stationary 
associated with the third transaction bank of stud (not shown) rocks the arm. 21H1 clockwise 
keys II. untll either the lug 201 strikes the pin 203, if the 

Cooperating with the stop lugs 233 and 234 on "Earnings to date" key &8 is depressed, or until 
the section U 1 cooperating with the second trans- • the lug 202 strikes the pin 204 of the "Net check" 
action bank of keys 15 is a stop arm 248. which key if that key is depressed. When the latter 
is like the stop arm 14 1 and which is secured to key is depressed, the detent 2DO receives one 
the yoke 145, so as to operate in synchronism specific step of movement, which is sufficient to 
therewith. position the stop block 2&9 in the path of the 

Also integral with the yoke 245 is an arm ".9 .10 lug 236 S(l as to stop the differential mechanism 
(Figs; 3 and 4) connected by a link 250 to im of the second transaction bank in the second 
upstanding arm 251 integral with the detent 205 position, which corresponds to the position of 
of the first transaction bank. A spring 252, con- the "Total net cheCks" key of the second trans-
nected between the link 250 and a stud 253 mount- action bank. This is to select the "Total net 
ed on a stationary plate, tends at all times to lIS checks" totalizer. which is in the second position 
rock the detent US in a clockwise direction and on the totalizer line No.2. 
therefore tends to rock the yoke 245, the arm When the "Earnings to date" key 68 is de-
241, and the arm 2~8 in a clockwise direction. to pressed, the detent 200 receives a full step of 
move the stop arm 14 1 into the path of either movement, which is sufficient to position the 
the lug 224, when any of the keys 66 of the third 20 block 269 into the path of the lug 235 of the sec-
transaction bank are depressed. or into the path ond transaction bank, whereupon the second 
of the lug 221 when the "Pick up earnings to transaction differential will be stopped in its zero 
date" key 61 of the second transaction pank is position, in which position the lug 235 is 10-
depressed. At the same time i.t moves the stop cated. so that the Earnings-to-Date will be ac-
arm 248 into the path of the lug 233 of the second 25 cumUlated in the totalizer in the zero position 
transaction bank when the "Clock number hours associated with the transaction bank of keys. 
worked" key 64 of the :first transaction bank is which Is In the zero position on the No.2 totaliZer 
depressed, and into the path of the lug 234 of the line. 
second transaction bank when anyone of tht In oraer that the detent 200 may be moved in 
keys 66 of the third transaction bank is depressed. 30 a clockwise direction when either of the keys 

The detent 205 (Fig. 4) is nOl~mallY restn:tineo 68 entitled "Earnings to date" or "Net check~" 
from clockwise movement under the action of is depressed, the previously mentioned detent 207. 
the spring 252 by means of a sLUd ~55 carrIed ,hown partially in Fig. 6 and in top view in Fig. 
by one arm of a yoke 256 suitably pivoted on a 3. has an upstanding arm 210, having a shoul-
rod 251 supported by the usual hangers in tbe ;"l) dered surface 211, which cooperates with the 
transaction banks of keys. Connecting another ·.]reviously mentioned stud 255, which is long 
arm of the yoke 256 to an arm ':58 is a. link ~5!!. mough to stand in the path of the detent 205 and 
The arm 258 is fastened to the key lock shaft the detent. :201. This stud, it will be remembered. 
Ii I. which. it wiil be recalled. when the machine is moved downwardly upon clockwise movement 
is released, receives a slight movement in a clock- ·1(1 of the key lock shaft 11. when the machine is re-
wise direction. When this occurs. the yoke 256 is leased for operation, and therefore. when th,.. 
rocked counterclockwise and the stud 255 is detent 205 is released; the detent 200 for· tl-Je 
moved below a shouldered surface 260 on the total bank 15 also released. because the upstand-
arm 2151, Bnd therefore the arm 26! may be moved ing arm 270 is connected by a link 212 by a pin 
in a Clockwise direction under the influence of .1$ to the previously described arm 268, and is ac-
the spring 252 until the lug :lIlS contacts the pin tuated by the spring 270. 
i 99 01 the "Clock number hours worked" key 64 of From the above description it will be clear 
the fIrst tra.ns~.ction bank, when the key M is in that whenever any of the keys 66 of the third 
its depressed position, and when this occurs. the transaction row are depressed, the differential 
stan arm 2413 is moved a half step into the path 110 mechanism of the first transaction bank is auto-
of -the lug 233 (Fig. 6) on the section 2~ I of matically stopped in the fifth position, and the 
the second transaction bank in order to stop the differential mechanism of the second transaction 
second transaction dUIerential in the fifth posi- bank is automatically stopped in the sixth posi-
tion under control of the "Clock number hours tion. Also, when the key 65 is in the fourth 
worked" key in the fourth position of the first 1111 position of the first transaction bank is de-
transaction bank. pressed, the second transaction bank is auto-

The detent 208 associated with the keys of matically stopped in the fifth· position. Also. 
row 3 is released in a like manner and conse- when the key in the third position of the sec-
quent!y. when a key 66 of the third transaction ond transaction bank is depressed, the differen-
bank is depressed, the arm 248 is moved into 60 tial mechanism of the first transaction bank 
the path of the lug 234, thus stopping the dif- is automatically stopped in the sixth po~ition. 
ferential mechanism of the second bank in the Moreover. when the "Net check" key 68 is de-
sixth position, under control of any of the keys of pressed, the differential mechanism of the sec-
the third transaction bank. ond transaction bank is automatically stopped 

Connected to an Upstanding arm 264 of the {I5 in the second position and when the "Earnings-
detent 20B, associated with the .total row of to-date" key 68 is depressed, the differential 
keys, is a link 2&1 (Figs. 3 and 6), which is also mechanism of the second transaction bank is 
connected to an arm. 2&8 of a yoke 267 pivoted automatically stopped in zero position. 
on the rod 248. Also integral with the yoke There is, however, one other automatic posi-
267 is an arm 281 carrying a stop lug 269 adapted 70 tion to be considered, and that is whenever the 
to cooperate with the previously mentioned stop "Gross earnings" key 65 of the second transac-
blocks 235 and 211 on the section 232 associated tion bank is depressed it is necessary to stop the 
with the second transaction bank of keys. When differential mechanism of the first transaction 
the detent 210 is released to clockwise movement bank in the eighth position. This is accom-
by means to be hereinafter described, a spring 75 pUshed in the following manner: 
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The Gross Earnings key 65 (Fig. 5) has a stud gear 30 I (Fig. 7) meshing with a gear 302 secured 
276 cooperating with a cam lug 217 on a shift- to a shaft 303 supported by the frame 51 and an 
able bar 278 pivotally carried by arms 279 and auxiliary frame 304 which is in substantial ver-
280 pivoted to the second transaction key bank tical alinement with the righthand printer frame 
frame 281. A stud 282 on the arm 279 cooper-IS 55.. Secured to the· outer end of the shaft 303 
ates with a finger 283 of an arm 284 pivoted on a on the outside of the auxiliary frame 304 is a 
stud 285. The arm 284 has a shoulder 286 held gear 305 meshing with a gear 306 mounted on a 
against a stud 28.7 in a lever 288 by a spring 289. stud 307 supported by the frame 304. The gear 
The lever 288 is pivoted on a stud 290 and has 306 meshes with a gear 308 secured to a printer 
a stUd 291 adapted to be moved downwardly un- . 10 dqve shaft 309, which is supported by the printer 
der the action of a spring 292 into the path of a frames 54 and 55 (Figs. 9B and lOB,) 
shoulder 293 on the section 221 associated with It will be clear from the above described train 
the first transaction bank of keys. The arm of gears that,. due to the fact that the machine 
280 has a finger 295 cooperating. with a stud drive shaft 62 receives two complete rotations 
296 on a zero stop pawl 297 of the usual type, 15 during every two-cycle total taking operation, the 
which is associated with the differential mecha- printer drive shaft S09 will likewise receive two 
nism of the first bank. complete rotations during every two-cycle total-

When the gross earnings key 65 of the second taking operation. 
transaction bank is depressed, the finger 295, by Rigidly secured to the previously described gear 
its cooperation with the stud 296, rocks the zero 20 30 I, which is fast to the machine drive shaft 
stop pawl 297 out of. the path of the arm 186 62, is a plate 3 I 0, which receives two complete 
and consequently the section 22 I can be driven rotations during every total-taking operation. 
by the driving mechanism. and the latch 175 of This plate 310 has secured thereto between itself 
the first transaction bank in the manner previ- and the hub of the gear 301 a collar 311 .. By 
ously described. The downward movement of the 25 referring to Fig. 8 it will be noticed that the end 
bar 278 by the pin 276 rocks the arm 284 counter- of the shaft 62 extends about midway into the 
clockWise against the action of the spring 289, collar 3 I I, and that the end of the shaft li2 
whereupon the stud 287 is released from the extends through the plate 310 and into the col-
shoulder 286 and the spring 292 rocks the arm lar 31 I. The shaft 312 has a bearing near its 

. 288 counterclockwise and places the stud 29 I in 30 other end in the auxiliary frame 304. Carried by 
the path of the lug 293 on the section 221. This the' plate 310 is a driving pawl 313 adapted to 
lug 293 is in the eighth position of the differ- cooperate with a shouldered collar 314, securely 
ential mechanism of the first transaction bank fastened to the shaft 312. The plate 310 carries 
and therefore when the "Gross earnings" key another pawl 315, which cooperates with another 
65 of the second transaction bank is. depressed, 35 shoulder on the collar 3 f 4 to prevent any back-
the differential mechanism of the first transac- ward movement of the collar 3 14 and conse-
tion bank will be automatically stopped in the quentIy of the shaft 312. A spring holds the 
eighth position. . pawls 313 and 3 I 5 normally in contact with the 

When there is no key depressed which cooper- opposite shoulders of the collar 314. As the gear 
ates with the detents 205 and 208 (Figs. 3 and 40 301 is driven clockwise, as viewed in Fig. 7, the 
4) said detents are rocked clockWise by the spring plate 310 is driven likewise, whereupon the pawl 
252 ·until they are stoPped by a stud 298 on the 313 drives the collar 314 and consequently the 
frame 185 of row I, in the path of the detent 205, shaft 312 clockwise in the same direction simul-
thus causing the stop arms 241 and 248 to be taneously with the movement of the shaft 62. 
moved above the paths of the blocks 223 and 224 4;) Secured near the end of the shaft 312 is a gear 
of row 1 and 233 and 234 of row 2 whereby the 316 meshing with a gear 317 pivoted on a stud 
differentials of row 1 and row 2 can be set under 318 supported by the auxiliary frame 304. The 
control of the other keys in those rows. gear 317 meshes with the gear 319 secured to a 

When any key in row 2, except those in the second printer driving shaft 320. 
third and fourth positions, is depressed, the de- 50 From the above description it will be clear that 
tent 205 will move until it strikes the stud 298, when the shaft 62 of the machine is driven clock-
and an arm 299. on the detent is removed from wise one rotation during adding operations, the 
contact with the row 1 zero stop pawl 184 to axially alined shaft 312 ,will be given a movement 
release the pawl to the action of its spring where- of like extent by means of the plate 310, pawl 
upon the pawl 184 moves into position'to stop 55 313 and collar 314, and through the gearing 
the row 1 differential in the zero pOsition during above described the printer shaft 320 will receive 
an ensuing machine operation. one· complete clockwise movem.ent during each 

PRINTER 

Printer driving mechanism 

As has been previously stated, certain portiOns 
of the printing mechanism are adapted to receive 
two full cycles of operation on each two-cycle 
total. taking operation, whereas other pOrtions of 
the pr~nting mechanism are disabled during the 
first cycle of a two-cycle total taking operation 
and function only during the second cycle thereof; 

The means for so driving the printing mech
anism will now be described. 

The main drive shaft 62 of the machine is sup
ported by the left side frame 50 and the right 
side frame 51. The right side frame 51 is shown 

adding cycle of operation. During the first cycle 
of a total-taking or sub-total taking operation it 

60 is necessary that the shaft 320 be moved a short 
distance, approximately 40 degrees, but during 
such operations the shaft 62 receives two rotations 
in the well known manner. In order to arrest the 
shaft 320 after said short rotation, during the very 

6;) first part of the first cycle of such a two-cycle 
Qperation an arm 321 is moved into the path of 
travel of a firiger 322 on the pawl 313 and causes 
said pawl to be disengaged from the collar 314, 
and therefore the shaft 312 remains idle during 

70 the remainder of the first rotation of all sub
total and total operations. The means for mov
ing the arm 321, as above d·eScribed, is fully il
lustrated and described in the above mentioned in Fig. 8 with the machIne drive shaft 62 extend

ing therethrough. Secured to this ·shaft 62 on 
the outside of the righthand side frame 51 is a 75 

Shipley Patent No. 1,619,796. However, during 
the second rotation of a total taking operation 



the pawl III is again permitted to contact the 
shoulder 114 and drive the shaft 112 and conse
quently the shaft 12. completes one rotation 
during the second cycle of a total taking opera
tion. 

13 
mounted on studs projecting from the frames U I 
and 112, thence over said roller and around. 
another roller 184 sUppOrted. by shiftable slcle 
plates 181 and 188 and thence to the right around 

IS a roller 1&1 carried by the plates 181 and. III and. 
SU'P1X>rting frame for audit strip over a roller 188 carried by said shiftable plates 

As previously stated, the audit strip is loca~cl over a roller 168 supported by the plates III and. 
at the extreme righthand end of themacbineand 112 and thence downwardly around. a pair of 
at the front part thereof. It has also been stated knurled feed rollers no fastened together by a 
that the audit strip is mounted in a frame which 10 sleeve 11 I and journaled qn a shaft 112. The 
is slidable into and out of active, or printing, strip is then fed between the pair of feed. ro11era 
position. It is slidable out of active position for 110 and a pair of tension rollers 111 (only one of 
the purpose of easy reloading when necessary. which is shown) each of which is mounted. on a 
After the frame has been slid outwardly from the lever 314 mounted on a rod 111 carried. by arma 
machine, it may also be tilted at right angles to 14 311 integral with a plate 111 secured to the tie 
make it easier to thread the leading end of a new bar 11. Springs 118 hold the tension rollers III 
strip roll. against the paper s.o that when the feed roIls 11. 

Referring to Figs. 9A, lOA and 18. the audit are rotated in a manner to be hereinafter de-
strip frame comprises a left side plate III and a scribed the paper will be fed toward the left as 
right side plate 112 tied together near the lower 20 viewed in Figs. lOA and 18. From the rollers 11. 
front corner by a rod 311 and near their top and 113 the paper enters a chute III and. from 
edges bY a plate 134 haVing fianges secUred to the here it is fed out thrOUgh a slot II. in the 
frames 331 and 112. Pivoted to the frame 112 at cover 34&. . 
335 is an arm 118, the right-hand end (Fig. lOA) The plates 365 and 3&&, as above mentioned, 
of which extends thrOUgh a siotted plate 111 2G are tied together by the rollers 314, 111 and III, 
moun,ted on the sub-base 18. The arm III has &.?d are mounted to slide from their normal po61-
two studs 338 resting on top of the plate 111 and t~ons as shown m F'igs. lOA and 18 toward. the 
two studs III just below the plate 111 to keep the rIght for a purpose to be hereinafter described 
arm 33& from tipping up when in its normal or and then. back again to normal position. The 
printing position in the machine. The bottom of ao frames slide on four studs; two of them 181 co-
the frame 332 rests and Slides on the plate 111. op~rate WIth the plate 3&6 aDd two of them 182, 
Pivoted at 340 on the plate 331 is an arm 3411, the which are secured to the frame 312, cooperate 
right-hand end (Fig. 18) of which projects wth the plate 33&. Thus the frame, hereinafter 
thrOUgh a slotted plate 342 secured to the base known as the shifting frame, has a very free . 
56. This arm 341 carries two studs 141 resting 115 movement to the right and back again to it,· 
on top of the plate 342, and two studs 34. resting normal position. . 
against the bottom side of the plate 142. The . ~he frame SUPP.07tmg the audit strip is latched 
bottom of the frame III rests and slides upon m ItS normal posItIon in the machine by means 
the plate 342..·. of latches 385 (Fig. 17) and 38& (Fig. lOA), piv:' 

The sides of the audit strip frame are covered. 40 oted on a shaft 381 supported by the side plates 
by the regular cabinet parts of the machine, and III and 332 .. The latch 386 cooperates with a 
the front and top portiOns are covered by a hinged stud 388 carrled by the printer frame 14 and the 
cover 341i pivoted on the rOd III. The top portion latch 38& cooperates with a stud 389 carried b;r 
of this cover 34& has an opening 14& for the pur- the trame.66. Each of the latches 181 and 188 
pose of making autographic notations on the audit 45 has a spnng 390 attached thereto to hold the 
strip, if desirable. An arm In (Fig. 17) on the latches in engagement with their respective studs 
top part of the cover 341 has a stud 348 normally al8 and 389. To release the latches III and II. 
engaged by a latch 149 to hold the cover in its from the stationary studs 388 and III 80 that 
normal closed position to keep the audit strip the audit strip frames may be drawn forwardly 
frame covered. This latch 149 will be described 10 out of the machine, there is secured to the ahalt 
later on in connection with other functions that 31la hand-operated lever 391 (Fig. lOA) hav-
it has. iog a stud 392 normally held in contact with a 

An audit strip supply roll 31ills provided with finger 393 of the latch 38& by a sp~ 114 
trunnions which rest in V blocks llil (Figs. 9A stretched between a stUd on the lever 191 and 
and 18) mounted on the inside of the frames 311 44 an extension of the latch 386. Secured to the 
and 332. The supply roll is held in position in other end of the shaft 381 is an arm 191 having 
the V blocks 31i& by a pair of latches 1111 (Figs. lOA a stud 396 held in engagement with a finger III 
and 17) which are operated to release the roll of the latch 385 by the same spring 394. 
whenever desirable by means to be hereinafter When it is desired to release the latches 181 
described. eo and 38& from their respective studs 388 and III, 

To keep a proper tension on the roll and keep tbe operator grasps a flange 398 on the lever III 
the trunnions against the underside of the pair and rocks the lever in a clockwise direction, 

. of latches 3lil the roll rests qpon a spring-pressed whereupon the studs 392 and 396 are withdrawn 
plate 358 secured to a shaft 1119, which has se- f70m contact with fingers 391 and 191, reapec-
cured to it an arm 3&0. A spring 1&1 holds the GIS tlVely, thus permitting the spring 194 to rock 
plate 31i8 against the bottom of the roll 31i1 and the latches 385 and 38& clockwise and disengage 
}teeps the trunnlons against the underside of the them from their locking studs 118 and 311, where-
latches 351 at all times. Gu1d~ strips 382 are upon the entire frame, including the audit strip 
secured to the plate 114 and extend downwardly and the feed rolls, may be slid forwardly until 
below the supply roll llili to aid in threading the TO the lefthand one of the studs 339 and 144 strikes 
supply roll in and around the several rollers in a rib 399 secured to the sub-base 1&. 
a manner to be hereinafter described. When the studs 339 and 144 strike the rib 

To properly thread the supply roll around in 199 as just mentioned, the operator may tilt the 
the frame 80 that it can be properly printed upon, entire frame around the pivot studs IIIi and. a41 
the leading end is fed upwardly over a roller III ,. until the frame is In a substantially vertical posi-
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tion, or in other words, at right angles from the 
position shown in Figs. lOA and '18 until the 
ends COO of the arms 33& and 3CI, contacting the 
shaft 359, act as a stop to prevent any ·further 
movement of the audit strip frame. Now if the 
operator Wishes to release the cover, all that is 
necessary is that he move the latch ace to release 
it fr9m the stud 348 shown in Fig. 17. 

. Audit strip shifting mechanism 

marked C" from the position shown in Figs. lOA 
and 18 to the point marked C, 2, which is directly 
. beneath the type wheels. After this movement 
of the audit strip. the feeding mechanism to be 

IS hereinafter described advances the strip one step 
to place the succeeding printing line of the strip 

, just to the left of the pomt C , 2 ready to be printed 
upon. 

After the prmting on the audit strip has taken 
10 place. the cams U5 and U6 reverse the motions 

In order that the last several printedreeords of the levers and arms above. described, thus 
on the audit strip 355 may be visible to the op- . rockiIlg the arms C'5 and C'C counterclockwise 
erator through the opening U& m the cover lei. to move the plates 365 and 366 back to the posi-
there has been provided a shlftmg mecha.n1sm tion shown in Figs. lOA and 18. During this 
to shift the strip from the normal pOSition, UP to 15 movement the audit strip around the roll 361 is 
a position adjacent the hammers and type "given up" and the slack created thereby is taken 
wheels, and then after the printing has been up by the roller 3ac as it moves to the left to its 
made back to a position wherein the last print normal position. Thus at the' end of'this opera-
is visible through the opening 3C6 as above men- tion, the point marked C, I in Figs. lOA and 18 
tioned. 20 would be left at a point marked ClO, and the last, 

Assume that the last print is at the point or new, print will be at the point marked C". 
marked CII in Figs. lOA and 18. It will be neces- It might be well to state here that the above de-
sary to shift this point on the audit strip from scribed shiftIng movement of the audit strip takes 
that position shown toward the right, to a point place during each adding operation of the ma.-
directly beneath the type wheels '50 shown gen- tIS chine and during the second cycle of all total 
erally iD. these two figures. After the audit strip taking operations of the machine. 
has been shifted to that position, the feeding . Secured to the plate 332 (Fig. lOA), near the 
mechanism to be later described is operated to base thereof, is a plate C21 having a curved upper 
position the last printed item, which is now at surface U8, a vertical surface C29 and a shoulder 
point 412, one step to the right as viewed in Figs. 10 cal. As the arm C, 5 is moved down to shift the 
lOA and 18, so that the new print will be just striP. a stud U2 on the arm CI5 stops against 
below or to the left of the print which has'been the shoulder ClI and limits the shifting of the 
moved from point CII to C12. strip. This stud. being. during such downward 

The mechanism for accomplishing the shifting movement. in front of the surface C29. acts to 
of the audit strip as above mentioned will now SI prevent any withdrawal ·of the frame during 
be described. As previously mentioned in con- machine operations. 
nection with the frame for supporting the audit 
strip. three of the rollers, namely, UC, 361, and Audit strip machine feeding mechanism 
368. are carried by a frame consisting of the As above explained, after the a.udit strip has 
shiftable plates 365 and 366 which slide on the .. been shifted to the right, as viewed in Figs. lOA 
rollers 381 and 382. The plate 3&6 (Figs. 9Aand 18, the strip feeding mechanism functions 
and lOA) hass. stud Ca3engaged by an arm C.C to feed the strip to bring a fresh portion thereof 
which is rigidly secured to the previously de- to receive the iDipression below the last impres-
scribed shaft 312. Also secured to this shaft is sion which had taken place during the previous 
an arm 415 carrying a pin C, & engaged by an a operation of the machine. 
arm 411 fastened to a short shaft CI8 supported During certain types of total taking operations. 
by the frame 55. it is necessary to feed the paper during the first 
. Also secured to the shaft CI8 is an arm CI9 con- cycle of a· total operation as well as durtng the 

nected by a link C20 (Figs. lOA and lOB) to So second cycle thereof. The purpose of this will 
lever 421 pivoted on a shaft C22 supported by the GO be hereinafter explained. Therefore. in order 
printer frames 5C and 55. The lever UI carries that such feeds of the audit strip may take place, 
rollers .423 and CZC cooperating with a double the drive for the audit strip is taken from the 
plate cam 425 and 426 secured to the printer drive previously described" shaft 309 (Fig. 7), which it 
shaft 320. It will be recalled that this shaft dur- will be recalled receives two complete revolutions 
ing adding operations makes one complete rota- II during total-taking operations. 
tion. and during total taking operations it is dis- The audit strip mechanism is shown particu-
abled during the first cycle. . larly in Figs. 9A. 9B. lOA. lOB and 15. 

The timing of the cams C25 and C2& are such Secured to the lefthand one of the feed rollers 
that shortly after the beginnilig of an operation 310 is a ratchet CCO having cooperating therewith 
of the machine, the lever C21 is rocked in a eo a feed pawl 44' pivoted at 442 on a lever C43 
counterclockwise direction (Fig. lOB), which journrued on the shaft 312. A spring CU 
rocks the arms CI9 and CI1 counterclockwise stretched between a tail on the pawl 441 and an 
(Fig. lOA), whereupon the arms CII and CIC are arm of the lever 443 maintains the pawl UI in 
moved in a clockwise direction. thus moving the constant engagement with the ratchet 440. Con-
plates 365 and 366 to the right, as viewed in FIgs. CIa nected to the lever C43 by a hub is an arm U5 
lOA and 18. carrying a pin "6. A spring .. 1 normally holds 

When this occurs, there is no unwinding of the parts In the positions shown in Figs. lOA and 
the audit strip from the roll 355 nor Is there any 15, wherein a finger CC8 stops against a collar on 
winding of the audit strip around the feed roll the shaft 381 and the pin C46 is held in clOse 
3TD. As the roller 364 Is moved to the right out TO proximity to a lever C49 journaled on a shaft 
of the bight formed by the paper around said 410 supported by the frames 54 and 55. The 
roller, the paper is "given up" and the paper thus lower end of the lever C50 carries a stud C51 
given up taken up by the roller 361 as It is moved normally engaged by the slotted end of a link 
to the right Into the bight formed by the paper 452 pivoted to an arm C53 journrued on the shaft 
around the roller 361, thus bringing the point fI U2. Also pivoted to the arm .53 is a link 41. 
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connected to a bell crank 455 journaled on a rod 
456 supported by the frames 54 and 55. The bell 
crank 455 carries rollers 451 and 458 cooperating 
respectively with the plates 459 and 460 of a 
double plate cam secured to the shaft 309. 

Audit strip feed overthrow preventing means 

There is means provided for preventing the 
overthrow of the feed rollers 310 during an op
eration of the machine. This means includes a 

5 ratchet 410 (Figs. 9A and 16) secured to the 
righthand one of the feed rollers 310. The teeth 
in this ratchet are the reverse from the teeth in 
the feed ratchet 440. Cooperating with this 
ratchet is a pawl 411, slldably and pivotally 

10 mounted upon the shaft 381 and carrying a pin 
412 normally held against a cam arm 413 bya 
spring 414. This cam arm 413 is fast on the pre-, 
viously described shaft 312, which it will be re-

It will be recalled that the shaft 309 makes 
two complete rotations during total taking oper
ations. Therefore the bell crank 455 will be. given 
two oscillations during total taking oper.ations 
and one during adding operations. First con
sider the adding operation. After the audit strip 
has been shifted in the manner above described, 
the bell crank 455 is rocked clockwise, thus rock
ing the arm 453 and moving the link 452 to the 
right as viewed in Fig. 15. This rocks the lever 15 
449 counterclockwise whereupon it engages the 
stud 446 and rocks the arm 445 and lever 443 
clockwise, whereupon the pawl 441 moves the 
ratchet 440 one step, thus turning the feed rollers 
310 one step to feed tlie audit strip the required 

called is given first a clockwise and then a coun
terclockwise movement by the mechanism that 
shifts the audit strip from reading to printing 
poSition and back again. 

The cam arm 413 is so positioned normally, 
as shown in Fig. 16, that by its contact with the 

20 pin 412 it holds the nose US of the pawl 411 
disengaged from the teeth of the ratchet 410. 
However, when the shaft is rocked clockwise to 
shift the audit strip the surface 416 of the cam 
arm 413 is so shaped that it will permit the spring 

distance. 
After the feeding has thus taken place, the 

cams 459 and 460 reverse the motions of the train 
of mechanism just described down to and includ
ing the lever 449, whereupon the spring 441 re
stores the arm 445 and lever 443 counterclock
wise to their normal positions, wherein they are 
arrested by the finger 448' coming into contact 
with the collar on· shaft 381, thus moving the 
pawl 441 to the left so as to pick up the next 
successive tooth of the ratchet 440, ready for 
the next feeding operation. 

As before explained, it is sometimes necessary 
to feed the audit strip during the first cycle of a 
total taking operation and sometimes it is not 
necessary to feed it during the first cycle of a 
total taking operation. There is, therefore, 

25 414 to rock the pawl 411 counterclockwise to en
gage one of the teeth of the ratchet 410 to pre
vent any overthrow of the feed rolls 310 by the 
feeding ratchet 440 and its pawl -441. As the 
shaft 312 is returned counterclockwise to its nor-

30 mal position at the end of the shifting operation 
of the audit strip, the cam surface 416 of the arm 
413 by its contact with the-stud 412 cams the nose 
of the pawl 415 so that it remains disengaged 
from the ratchet 410 at the end of the operation 

:l:i of the machine. 

Manual feed of audit strip 
means provided for disconnecting the link 452 Means is provided for operating the ratchet 
from the pin 451, so that when the cams 459 and 440 (Fig. 15) and pawl 441 to turn the feed rolls 
460 operate during certain types of total taking 40 310 to manually feed the aUdit strip whenever it 
operations the audit strip will not be fed. is desirable. Referring to Figs. lOA and 15, the 

Secured to the shaft 309 is a single plate cam lever 391 fast on the shaft 381 is used to release 
461 (Figs. lOB and 23) cooperating with a roller the audit strip roll from the machine so that a 
462 carried by a pitman 463 pivotally connected new one can be put in the machine if desired, 
to an arm 464 journaled on a. shaft 465 supported 4;, or whenever necessary. 
by the frames 54 and 55. Also journaled on the Also secured to this shaft 381 (Fig. 15) is an 
shaft 465 and rigidly connected to the arm 464 arm 411 cooperating with a pin 418 which is 
is an arm 466 connected by a link 461 to the carried by the feed lever 443. 
previously described operating link 452 (Fig. 15) Therefore the operator by grasping the handle 
for the feeding mechanism. A spring 468 (Fig. iiO piece 398 on the lever 391 and moving the same 
23) holds the roller 462 against the cam 461. downwardly can rock the shaft 381 counterclock- . 

As the cam 461 operates, a lower portion there- wise, thus raising the arm 4 n, whereupon through 
for is presented to the roller 462, thereof, the its engagement through the stud 418 in the feed 
spring 468 rocks the arms 464 and 466 counter- lever 443 it will turn said f~ed lever in a clockwise 
clockwise, thus causing the link 461 to lower the 53 direction an amount suftlclent to cause the pawl 
left end of the link 452 and disconnect it from 441 to turn the ratchet 440 one tooth space, ~r 
the pin 451 of the feed lever 449. in ?ther words, the regular line feed for the audIt 

However, this disconnection is controlled by stl'lp. 
Audit strip printing hammers 

In order to print on the audit strip, the ma
chine is provided with five separate hammers for 
printing in the five separate columns on the strip. 
These hammers are all shown in Fig. 9A and are 

specially constructed selecting means which will (i0 
be hereinafter described. At certain times when 
the cam 461 presents its low spot to the roller 
462 the arms 464 and 466 are prevented from 
being moved counterclockwise by the spring 468 
and consequently there is no disconnection be- 65 numbered 481, 482, 483, 484, 481. The hammer 

. 483 is also shown in Figs. lOA, 11 and 12. These 
tween the link 4&2 and the feed operating lever hammers are all mounted to pivot on a rod 486 
"I and therefore a feed will be given to the audit (see also Fig. lOB) supported by the printer 
strip sometimes during the first cycle of a total frames 54 and iii. 
taking operation as well as dUring the second 70 The hammer 411 prints the employee's clock 
cycle thereof. number and the number of hours worked in the 

The feeding of the audit strip Varies for dif- lefthand column on the record strip. The ham-
ferent types of operations and this is all con- mer 482 prints the designating symbols shown in 
trolled by a control mechanism to be hereinafter the second column and also the amounts shown 
described in detail. '75 in the second column,which amounts vary. In 
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some instances they represent the "pick-up" to move to the right, as viewed in Fig. lOA, the 
amount of previous earnings to date, anyone of cams 487 and 488 rock the bell crank 491 clock-
the several deductions which may be printed un- wise, thus rocking the arm 494, shaft 450 and five 
der control of the transaction keys 66 of the third arms 495 in a counterclockwise direction. It will 
row, and the earnings to date are also printed by 5 be noted from Figure 11 that there is consider-
this hammer 482. When taking a run of the able distance between the pins 498 and the fingers 
totals of the machine these totals are also printed 496 of the ofl,rms 495, and consequently SUch move-
by the haminer 482. ment is idle as far as the levers 499 are concerned. 

The hammer 483 prints everything which is However, after the fingers 496 contact the pins 
~hown in the third column on the record strip, '10 498, the levers 499 are rocked counterclockwise, 
including the indicating symbols at the left of the whereupon the links 500 raise the hammers 481 
column of figures. The figures in this column to 485 Upwardly from the position shown in full 
may represent any advances to date, anyone of line in Fig. 11 to the dot and dash line position 
the deductions made and also the total of the shown in Fig. 11. By the time the hammers are 
last amount of advance balance. 15 raised to the dot and dash line position, the rollers 

The hammer 484 prints everything shown in 361 and 368 have ,been moved sufficiently far 
the fourth column on the record strip, including toward the right so there can be no interference 
the designating symbol and the amounts. The between the hammers and said rollers. 
amounts may represent the gross amount of the After the printing has taken place and before. 
pay check, a deduction, and the net amount of the 20 the rollers 361 and 368 are moved back to' the 
paycheck.", .. , left, to the position shown in Fig. lOA, the cams 

The hammer'U5 prints the check numbers,' liST and 488 reverse the motion of the bell crank 
which are shown in the fifth column on the audit '. 491, arm 492, link 493, arm 494 and shaft 450, 
striP. whereupon the fingers 497 will first be moved to 

These hammers are operated to print at vari- take up the lost motion between them and the 
ous times during Various types of operations in a 25 pins 498 and finally contact the pins 498 and 
manner to be hereinafter described. restore the levers 499 clockwise to the position 

Hammer raising and lowering means .shown in Fig. 11, and thus, through the links 500, 
lower all of the hammers 481 to 485 from the dot 
and dash line position shown in Fig. 11 to the full 
line position shown in Fig. 11. 

As shown in Fig. lOA, the hammers lie directly 
beneath the rollers 361 and 368, which rollers are 30 
directly beneath the type wheels 150. Therefore 
it is necessary that these hammers be.moved up- Hammer operating means 
wardly to a position in closer proximity to the After the hammers have been moved UP into 
type wheels after the rollers 361 and 368 have the dot and dash line position of Fig. 11, there 
been shifted out of the path of the hammer and 35 is mechanism, shown particularly in Figs. 12 and 
prior to taking an impression from the type wheels 13" for causing the hammers to be operated to 
by the hammers because the distance as shown in take a printing impression from the type wheels 
Fig. lOA from the type wheels to the hammers is 150 on the audit strip. 
further than is practical to move the hammers 40 When the hammers are in their dot and dash 
for taking an impression. line positions shown in Fig. 11, the levers 499, it 

Therefore there is means provided to raise the Will be remembered have been moved counter-
hammers to a closer position to the tyPEi wheels clockWise from the position shown in Figs. 11 and 
after the rollers 367 and 368 have been moved to 12. During this counterclockwise movement, the 
the right by the audit strip shifting mechanism pins 50 I on said levers have been moved from the 
previously described, so that it will only reqUire 45 position shown in Fig. 12 into a position directly 
a short movement or impression blow by the beneath notches 502 of links 503 pivoted to 
hammer to take the impression from the type arms 504 secured to the shaft U2. There are 
wheels on the audit strip. Such raiSing and lower- five links 503 and five arms 504, one for each of 
ing mechanism Will now be described with par- the hammers 481 to 485. Also secured to the 
ticular reference to Figure 11. 50 shaft 422 is a bell crank 505 carrying two rollers 

Since these hammers never print during the 506 and 507 cooperating respectivelY with plates 
first cycle of a two-cycle total taking ,operation, 508 and 509 of a double plate cam secured to the 
the cam for operating the raising and lowering printer operating shaft 320. 
of the mechanism for the hammers is secured to After the pins 50 I have. been moved beneath 
the cam shaft 320, which it will be recalled is dis- 55 the notches 502, means to be hereinafter de-
abled during the first cycle of a total taking op- scribed is operated to rock the links 503 counter-
eration and operates only during the second cycle clockWise so that the notches 1i02 will fully en-
thereof. gage the pins 50 I. In other words, all five of the 

This mechanism for raising and lowering the links 503 will be rocked counterclockwise so that 
hammers inclUdes a double plate cam consisting 60 all five of their notches 502 will engage all five 
of cams 487 and 488, which cooperate with rollers of the pins 50 I of the five levers 499. After this 
489 and 490, respectiVely, carried by a bell.crank engagement has taken place and after the audit 
491 pivoted on the shaft 422. Secured to the bell strip has been moved to the right in the manner 
crank 491 is an arm 492 connected by a link 493 preViously described, but before the feeding 
to an arm 494 secured to the shaft 450. 65 mechanism has operated, the cams 1i08 and 1i09 

Secured to the shaft 450 are five arms 495, rock the bell cranks 505 and· the shaft 422 in a 
one for each of the hammers 481 to 485. Each clockwise direction, thus moVing all of the links 
arm 495 has two fingers 496 and 497 to cooperate 503 to the right as Viewed in Fig. 12, to rock the 
with a pin 498 of a lever 499 journaled on the 70 levers 499 counterclockwise to raise the hammers 
shaft 450. There are five of these levers 499, one from the dot and dash line poSition of Fig. 12 
for each of the hammers. Each of the levers 499 still higher into contact with the audit strip 
is connected by a link 500 to its respective ham- which lies just beneath the type wheels 150 in 
mer 481 to48li. . order to take an impression from the type wheels 

After the aruW strip rollers 311 and 318 start 76 on the audit strip. 
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During this extra, or printing, movement of 

the hammers, there is no interference between 
the stud 498 and the fingers 496 and 491 of the 
arms 495 which are pinned to the shaft 450, be
cause it will be remembered that prior to the im- 5 
pression or hammer operating means just de
scribed, the arms 495 and shaft 450 will rock 
counterclockwise until the fingers 496 take up the 
lost motion between themselves and the pins 198, 
and then move the pins 498 and the levers 199 a 10 
sufficient distance to raise the hammer:; from the 
position in full line of Fig. 11. The hammers 
then remain in this position until after the cams 
508 and 509 have rocked the levers 499 still further 

operated to take an impression. However, if high 
spots are presented to the feeler fingers on the 
arms 511, the springs 512 will be stretched due 
to the fact that they cannot be rocked counter
clockwise because of the interference of the high 
spots on the plates with the feeler fingers, and 
consequently no impression will be made from 
the hammers whenever their respective select
ing plates, which will be later described in detail, 
are positioned with high spots opposite the feeler 
fingers. 

General automatic control for the audit strip 
feed and for the hammer mechanism 

to give the hammers the necessary movement 
from the dot and dash line position into contact 
with the audit strip, which lies just beneath the 
type wheels, to take the impression on the audit 
strip. This extra movement of the levers 199 1s 
permitted, due to the fact that when the ham
mers are in the dot and dash line position the 
fingers 496 are contacting the pins 198, and there
fore there is plenty of space between the pins 498 
and the fingers 491 to give the added movement 
of the levers 499 without the pins 498 interfering 
with the fingers 491. This is the reason for hav
ing the fingers 496 and 491 spaced apart as 
shown in Figs. 11 and 12. 

Hammer selecting means 
The mechanism for connecting the links 503 

to the pins 50 I on the levers 499 to select them 
for operation will now be described. Connected 
to each of the links 503, by a link 510; is an arm 

15 As has been previously stated, when the com
plete record of any transaction relative to the 
issuance of a payroll check is recorded on the 
audit strip, it is necessary to feed the audit strip 
after certain of the impressions. made thereon, 

20 and necessary to prevent the feeding of the audit 
strip after certain other impressions have been 
made thereon, and at other times it is also neces
sary to feed the audit strip before any im
pressions have been made thereon and even be-

25 fore the audit strip has been shifted into its 
position to receive the printed impression. 

Also, it is necessary to control the selection of 
the operation of the hammers 482, 483 and 484, 
to print in the various second, third and fourth 

30 columns on the audit strip during· the registra
tion of a transaction comprising the issuance of a 

. payroll check. 
When there are three deductions, for example, 

involved in a transaction, it is necessary that 
each of these deductions be printed by a different 
one of the hammers 482, 483, and 484. If there 
are four deductions, the hammer 482 must again 
operate immediately following the operation of 
the hammer 484. If there are no deductions, 
then these hammers must be controlled so that 
the hammer 483 will operate to. print the total 
of the advances to date, after which· the ham
mer 482. is operated to print the total earnings 
to date, and finally the hammer 483 is operated 

511 pivoted on the shaft 465. Spring 512 holds 
shoulders on the arms 511 in contact with pins 513 35 
of arms 514 fastened to the shaft 465. There are 
five of the arms 511 loose on the shaft 465 and 
five arms 514 fast on the shaft 465. Each of the • 
arms 511 carries a cluster of feeler fingers which 
will be specifically described later. on, which co-· 40 
operate with notches and high spots on control 
plates. It is sufficient to state at this point that 
when the feeler fingers are opposite notches of 
the plates, the arms 511 can be rocked in a 
counterclockwise direction by their springs 512 a 
distance sufficient to move the links 503 counter
clockwise to cause their notches 503 to fully en
gage the studs 50 I so the hammers can be oper
ated when the arms 514. and shaft 465 are rocked 

45 to print the total of the net checks. 
To contJ:ol the above mentioned operation of 

the selection of the hammers and also of the 
selection of the feeding mechanism, there are 
provided first, several groups of control plates 

by the cams 508 and 509. 
The manner in which these arms 514 and the 

shaft 465 are rocked in a counterclockwise di
rection for the purpose just mentioned will now 
be described. Secured to the shaff1465 (Fig. 13) 
is an arm 515 connected by a link 516 to a bell 
crank 51T journaled on the shaft 422. The bell 
crank 511 has rollers 518 and 519 cooperating 
with plates 520 and 521 of a double plate cam 
secured to the printer operating shaft 320, which 
it will be remembered receives one complete rota
tion during adding operations but is disabled dur
ing the first cycle of a two-cycle total operation. 

Just before the cams 508 and 509 begin to oper
ate to cause the hammer to make the impressions 
from the type wheels 150, the cams 520 and 521 
rock the bell crank 511 clockwise, whereupon the 
link 516 rqcks the arm 515, shaft 465 and all of 
the arms 514 in a counterclockwise direction, in 
the manner above mentioned, to cause the springs 
512 to rock the arms 5.11 counterclockwise where
by the feeler fingers carried by said arms may feel 
for high spots, or notches, on the control plates 
later described. If notches are opposite the 
feelers, the Jinks 503 ""II be connected to the 
levers 499 and the impression hammers Will be 

50 to control the selection of the hammers, and 
second, a separate group of control plates to con
trol the feeding of the audit strip. 

These control plates for the control of the 
hammers and the feed are differentially posi-

55 tioned from three different sources; first,from 
the first transaction bank, row 1; second, from 
a special gear line, which in turn receives its 
motion from the differential mechanism of row 
1; and third, from another line of gears; which 

60 receives its. differential motion under control 
of the total bank, so that it will be positioned 
In anyone of seven differential. positions, the 
first position being add, and the other six posi
tions being total positions. 

65 The control of the selection .of only the ham
mers 482, 481 and 484, which print in the· second, 
third and fourth columns on the audit strip, 
w11l be considered at this. time. 

The driving means from· the first transaction 
70 bank, row 1, will be described first. Secured.to 

the previously described shaft 1.3 (Fig. 4) which 
it wiU be remembered is moved differentially un
der control cfthe differential mechanism asso
ciated with row 1, Is a segment 530, mesl$lg with 

70a gear III, pivoted on a stud 5U,carried by the 
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base 52. The gear 531 meshes with a gear 1133 trolled by the flrst transaction bank differential. 
secured to a shaft 534 upon which are mounted The plate 1182 is operated by an automatic means 
the several groups of hammer control plates and released for operation under control of the first 
also the group of audit strip feed control plates. transaction bank, when differentially positioned 
This shaft 534 is supported by the printer side :; under control of keys 88 of row 3, and is driven 
frames 54 and 55 and by the other two printer by a special ratchet drive shown in Figs. 19 and 
side frames, not shown in Fig. 9B, but which 20, to be later described. Control plate 565 is 
are further to the left in the machine. driven under control of the total row of keys. 

To operate another' set of control plates of The hammer selecting arm 511 (Fig. 27)· car-
the several groups which control the selection 10 ries a stud 588 on which is pivoted a feeler block 
of the hammers, and also the control plates of 569 haVing feeling fingers 510 and 511 cooperat-
the single group, which controls the feed mech- ing with the control plate 565, a fe~ling finger 
anism, under control of the first transaction 512 (Fig. 28) cooperating with the control plate 
bank differential mechanism, there is provided 562, and two feeling fingers 513 and 514 (FIg. 29) 
a shaft 535 (Figs. 9B and lOB) which has secured 15 cooperating with the selecting plate 560. 
thereto gears 536, 531, 538 and 539, which ad- The control points on the disks are marked 
just the hammer selecting control plates, gear with Arabic and Roman numerals, the former 
540 which adjusts the feed selecting control cooperating with the lower feeling fingers and 
plates, gear 541, which is smaller than the pre- the latter with the upper feeling fingers of said 
i I t· d d dj t th h m 20 feeling blocks. v ous Y men lOne gears an a us sea - From the above it can be seen that the feeler 

mer selecting plates for a purpose to be herein~ 
after described, and also a gear 542, which ad- block 569 has five feeler fingers in all, and that 

4 in order for the hammer 482 to be selected for 
justs certain alining discs on the sha:ft 53 • operation it requires that the three lower feeler 
to be hereinafter described. ' 

The driving mechanism under control of the 25 fingers 510, 512 and 513 cooperate with notches 
in all three of the plates 565, 562 and 560, respec-

differential mechanism of the total row for con- tively at one time, or that the two upper fingers 
trolling the hammer selecting. plates and the t th 
audit strip feed will now be described. Mounted 511 and 514 cooperate with notches, a e same 
on the shaft Il4 (Fig. 7) is the usual total plate time, in the plates 565 and 560 . 
. 543, which is fully illustrated and described in 30 When either of the two above conditions occurs, 

that is, when the three lower feelers cooperate 
the above mentioned Goldberg patent and is set with notches in the three plates, the hammer 482 
differentially under control of the keys in the will be selected for operation, or when the two 
total row, numbered 61 and 68. Pivoted to this upper feeler fingers cooperate with notches in 
total control plate 543 is a link 544 which is 35 the two plates, the hammer 482 will be selected 
pivoted to an arm 545 journaled on the preVi- for operation. This, it will be recalled, is due to 
ously described shaft 138. Secured to this arm • the fact that, when the arms 514 are rocked 
545 is a gear segment 546 meshing with a gear counterclockwise by the cam mechanism of Fig. 
segment 547 secured.to a shaft 548 supported by 13, the springs 512 cause the arms 511 to follow 
the auxiliary frame 304 and the 'machine right 40 the arms 514, if the above condition of relation-
side frame 51, said frames being; shown in Fig. ship between the feeler fingers on the block 569 
8. Also secured to this shaft 548 is a gear seg- and on the selecting plates 560, 562 and 565 
ment 549 meshing with a gear 550 fast ona shaft occurs. When the arm 511 is thus lowered, the 
551, which is supported by the printer frames link 5 I 0 rocks the link 503 counterclockwise to 

. 54 and 55, as shown in Fig. 9B. Fast on the shaft cause its notch 502 to engage the pin 50 I in the 
551 are gears 552, 553, 554, 555 and 556. The 45 hammer operating lever 499. 
gears 552, 553, 554 and 555 adjust the hammer To better illustrate the function of the control 
control plates, which are controlled from the plates for the hammer 482, which is controlled 
keys of the total row. The gear 556 cooperatp.s from the plates of Figs. 27, 28 and 29, the spe-
with the strip feed control. Another gear 551 cWc example illustrated in lines I, 2, and 3 of 
is also secured to this shaft 551 and is used, in 50 Fig. 36 Will be used. The first entry of this trans-
connection with the alining plates for the control action consists of picking up the earnings to date. . 
plates to be hereinafter described. . As 1llustrated on the first line in the second col- . 

Referring now to Figs. 9B and 27 to 35. in umn of the audit sheet, the operator picked up an 
which are shown the grouPS of control nlates amount of $40.00,' which was the earnings-to-
for controlling the three hammers 482, 483 and 5:$ date, and in so doing, to complete that part of 
484. for printing in the second, third and fourth the transaction, he depressed the "Pick-up earn-
columns of the audit striP. the mechanism shown ings-to-date" key 65 in the second transaction 
In. Figs. 2'1, 28 and 29, is for controllinl!" the bank. It will be recalled from the previous de-
hammer 482, which prints in the second column scription that the depression of this key through 
on the audit strln. This group of control plates 60 the automatic latch breaking mechanism causes 
will now be described; the latch and differential mechanism of the first 

Fastened to the shaft 534. which it will be transaction bank to be stopped in the sixth posi-
recalled is driven. directly under control of the tion. When this occurs, the selecting plate 560 
differential mechanism of the first t"am;actlon, (Fig. 29) is moved to the sixth position, whereby 
bank, is a control plate 560 (Fig. 29) having 65 the notch 5&1, numbered on the outside of the 
notches 561. Joumaled on the shaft 534 iC! a. disc by the Arabic numeral 6, will be brought 
control plate 562 (Fig. 2'8) having notches 583. opposite the feeler finger 513. Since no key &8 
It is secured to a gear 564, which meshes with the was dElpressed, the control plate 562 in Fig. 28 
gear 539 on shaft 535, and Which is moved only will remain in the position shown wherein there 
during an operation foIlowing an operation in 70 is a notch opposite the feeler finger 512, and due 
which a key 6& is depressed, as later described. to the fact that this is an adding operation, the 
Also journaled on the shaft 534 is a control plate control plate 56S remains in the position shown; 
SIS (Fig. 27) having notches 566. It is secured that is. in the adding position with the notch 
to a gear 561 driven by the gear 555. . opposite the feeler finger 510. 

Th'us it can be seen that the plate 560 is' c9Q- 76 Therefore, since a notch is opposite au three of 
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the lower feeler ftngers ITI, 172 and Ill, when shaft '34 fa set d1reetIy under control of the dif-
the arm 114 (PIg. 27) Is lowered as above de- ferentlal m.echanlsm of row 1. 
scribed, the feeling ftngers enter saId notches and Journaled on the shaft 114 Is a control plate 
therefore the spring liZ causes the arm III to IDZ having notches .oa and secured to a gear 
follow the arm 1114, thus connecting the link 1103 5 104 meshing with the gear III. which is secured 
of Fig. 12 to the hammer operating mechanIsm to the shaft III, which It will be remembered is 
so that the hammer 412 will be operated to print operated by ratchet mechanism under control of 
the amount of the earnings to date. keys ", row 3, in a manner to be hereInafter de-

The next group of selecting control plates to scribed. 
be discussed will be those of Figs. 30, 31 and 32, 10 Also journaled on the shaft 134 is a control 
which are associated with the hammer 483, which plate .11 having notches ••• and being secured 
prints in the third column on the audit strip. to a gear .n which meshes with the gear 1112, 

A control plate III', havIng notches 1181, is fast fast to the shaft III, which is set under control 
on the shaft 114 and therefore dIfferentially set of the total row. 
under control of the row 1 bank of keys 84. 15 The arm 1111 (FIg. 33) Which is aSsociated with 
Journaled on the shaft 1134 and operated by a the hammer 414 has a pin '81, upon which is piv-
ratchet device to be later described, after a key oted a feeler block .DI having two feeler fingers 
61 of row 3 Is depressed, Is a control plate 1182, 610 and III, cooperating with the control plate 
having notches III, and secured to a gear '84, lOll, one feeler finger liZ (Fig. 34) cooperating 
which meshes with the gear 1111 secured to the 20 with the control plate IDZ, and two feeler ftngers 
shaft 11111. 1"13 and .14 (Fig. 35) cooperating with the. control 

Also journaled on the shaft 534 is a control plate .... 
plate 11811 having notches 1181 and secured to 9. The part of the transaction now being con-
gear 1181 meshing with the gear 1153, which is se- sidered is the entering of the employee's gross 
cured to the. shaft III that is operated under 25 check, and to make this entry the operator sets 
control of the keys 88 and 61 of the total row. up the amount on the amount keys II and presses 

Carried by the arm 1111, associated with the the "Gross earnings" key II in the second trans-
hammer 411, is a pin 1188, having pivoted there- action row. 
on a feeler block III., having two feeler fingers' From the past description it will be remem-
590 and 1111, to cooperate with the plate 585, ona <'0 bered that depreSSion of this Gross Earnings key 
feeler finger IIIZ to cooperate with the plate 582, &5 automatically controls the differential mech-
and two feeler fingers 1111 and 1194 to cooperate anlsm of row 1 to stop in the eighth position and 
with the control plate 1180. consequently the control glate 10D will be moved 

Since the next item of a complete transaction, to the eighth position. In the eighth positlon, 
now under consideration, following that of pick- :;;; both in the Roman numeral position and the 
ing up the earnings-to-date consists of picking Arabic numeral position, there is a notch 10 I 
up the advances-to-date, the "Pick-up advance which cooperates with the feelers 613 and 114. 
balance" key 84 of row 1 is depressed, whereupon· The plate 602 is not moved during the entry of 
the differential of row 1 sets the plate 580 (Fig. this item of the transaction, which enters the 
32) into the third poSition since this key Is in the 411 gross amoUnt of the check, nor is the plate lOll. 
third position of this row. This setting of the since it is normally in its add position and this 
plate 580 brings the notch 581 opposite the m is an add operation. Therefore with the plates 
position and the Arabic 3 .position opposite the 605 and 60Z in the positions shown, and the plate 
feeler fingers 594 and 1113, respectively. Durin~ 100 moved to the eighth position, the two upper 
this operation the disc 1182 is not moved, nor is (5 feelers III and .14 of the block 101 will encounter 
the disc 585 moved, the disc 585 remaining in notches &01 and 10 I, respectively, when the arm 
the add position as shown in Fig. 30. It will be 514 is rocked clockwise; therefore the spring .12 
noticed in Fig. 30 tbat opposite both of the feeler can rock the arm 1111 counterclockwise to cause 
fingers 1110 and 591 there is a notch 591. Oppo- this link 1111 to lower the link 1101 and couple it 
site the feeler 1112 on the plate 1182 there is no 110 by its engagement with the stud .01 with the 
notch,and therefore the lower end of the feeler hammer operating lever 411. 
block cannot enter its fingers into notches on The next entry of the transaction involved in 
these three plates, 1180, 1182 and 585. However, the issuance of a payroll check, when there are 
as above mntloned, the hammer can be operated deductions, is the entry of the deductions, and by 
if any two of the upper feeler fingers 511 and 65 referring to Figure 36 it will be noticed that in the 
594 are opposite notches to permit the spring 512 example now being considered, in the second row 
of Fig. 30 to cause the arm II II to follow the arm there is recorded 55 cents in the second column, 
514, which it will be recalled is moved down- $2.00 in the third column, and $5.00 in the fourth 
wardly by the camming device of Figure 13 to column. 
move the notch 1102 of the link into engagement 60 For these three transactions the three keys II 
with the pin 501 of the hammer operating lever. in the fourth position, in the third position, and 

Therefore, since the notch 581 of the plate in the second position of roW 3 will be depressed 
585 is opposite the feeler 511, and since the notch for three successive item entrY operations of the 
581 of the plate 1180 in the III position is oppo- machine, which are a part of the complete trans-
site the feeler '14, the hammer 483 can be op- 65 action under consideration. 
erated to print in the third column the amount of DurIng the operation of the machine, when-
$20.00, which is the amount of the advance bal- ever one of these keys .1 is depressed, there is a 
ance that the employee owes the Company to special mechanism controlled to move the discs 
date. 512, IiIZ and 112 one step during the next suc-

The next group of control plates to be con- 70 ceeding machine operation. If there are three 
sidered are those shown in Figs. 33, 34 and 35, deductions, these plates will be moved first from 
and are associated with the hammer 484, which the No. 1 position to the No. 2 poSition during 
prints in the fourth c~lumnon the audit strip. the second deduct oPeration, and then to the 

Secured to the shaft 1114 is a plate 100, having No. 3 position during the third deduct operation. 
notches 10 I. This plate being secured to the 75 If there are four deductions, the next position 
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of these plates w1Jl be to the next suceeedin& ratchet wheel In. ready to rotate the ratchet 
No.1 position. wheel at the beglnnlng of the next machine op-

The mechanIsm for controlling the movement eration. 
of 'these three plates in Figs. 28, 31 and 34 wUI The next machine operation, in the example 
now be described. 5 assumed, is the entry of the insurance. To prop-

Referring particularly to Fig. 19, secured to erly control the machine for this entry, the "In-
the shaft IIC, which is operated by the differen- surance deduct" key II in row 3 is depressed. 
tisl of the row 1 transaction, is a control plate During this operation. the differential mechanism 
620 having a single notch 621 in the fifth posi- of row 1 is again arrested in the fifth position, 
tiOD thereof. It wUI be remembered from the 10 and, since the plate liD Is set by the usual well-
previous descrIption that when any of the keys known "minimum movement" device, the disc 620 
66 of row 3 are depressed, the dIfferential mech- is not readjusted, with the result that the notch 
anism of row 1 will be automatIcally stopped in 621 therein remains in the poSition adjacent the 
its fifth position. roller 821. During the first part of this machine 

Adapted to cooperate with this disc 620 is a 15 operation" when the cam III rocks the arm 630 
stud 622 carried by a lever 623 journaled on the clockwise, the pin 628 by its contact with the rear 
shaft C65. The stud 122 is normally held in con- arm of the lever 121 will rock said lever in a 
tact with the plate 120 by a spring 624. Pivoted clockwise direction, thus lowering the pawl 626 
on a pin 621 on ·the lever 821 is a fed pawl 626 and turning the ratchet In and conseqUently the 
cooperating with a ratchet 627 secured to the 20 gear 628 one step of movement, which is 30 
side of a gear'121 which meshes with the pre- degrees of the ratchet. This motion, through the 

, viously· mentioned gear 53. that is fast to the gear 538 and shaft III, gear 1S19" (Fig. 28), and 
shaft 135. The teeth on the ratchet 627 are gear 664, will tum the disc 182 one step, where-
spaced 30 degrees apart. upon there will be no notch presented to the 

Cooperating wIth the lever 123 is a stud 629 25 feeler finger 512. At the same time, the gear 
carrIed by a bell crank liD pivoted to a pitman 531, being fast to the shaft 135, will tum the gear 

, 631 which Is forked to slide on a collar on the 584 and its associated plate 582 one step, which 
shaft 309. The pitman 831 carries a roller 632 will poSition the. notch 583 of this disc opposite 
cooperating wIth a cam IU on the shaft 309. ' the finger 592 associated with the hammer 483. 

As is well known in this art, the differential SO Simultaneously with the movement of the plates 
mechanisms operate what are known in the art 562 and 582, the disc 602 through the gear 536 
as minimum movement devices, and as the shaft and gear 60C is moved one step, which positions 
53C is set by the minimum movement device under a high spot on the plate 602 oppOSite the feeler 
control of the di1ferential mechanism of row 1612. Consequently during this operation of the 
this shaft and all of the control plates fastened 35 entry of the insurance, which is the second de-
thereto will remain in the positions at the end duction, only the three feeler fingers 590 (Fig. 
of the operation in which they were set during 30), '592 (Fig. 31), and 593 (Fig. 32) will be oppo~ 
that operation. Therefore, since the last item site notches in the plates 585. 582, and 580. It 
of the transaction considered was that of enter- will be noticed that the plate 580 has a notch 
ing the gross check, the differential of row 1 was 40 OPPOSite the fifth position, and as the differen-
left in the eighth position at the end of this op- tial is stopped in, the fifth position, this notch 
eration, in which poSition the plate 620 of Fig. 19 is placed opposite the finger 593, and therefore 
was moved into its eighth poSition, and at, this when the arm 514 'is rocked counterclockwise, 
position of the plate &20, there is no notch and as viewed in Fig,. 30, the spring 512 of the ham-
therefore the ratchet pawl &2& remained ineffec- 45 mer arm 511 can connect its link 503 with the 
tive. hammer operating arm 499 associated with this 

The oPeration following the grosscheck.entry, hammer and consequently the insurance deduc-
in the example under consideration, is one dur- tion of $2.00 is printed in the third column on 
ing which the deduction of the amount of social the audit strip, as shown in Fig. 36 by the ham-
security is made. At the beginning of this op- 50 mer 483. 
eration, the cam &33, through pitman 631, rocks The next item to be entered is repayment on 
the stud 629 against the tail on arm &33 and rocks advance payment, and therefore the operator de~ 
said arm clockwise (Fig. 19) to withdraw the presses the "Repayment deduction of advance 
roller 622 from contact with the plate 620. Clear- payment" key 66. This key being in the third 
ance is provided between the ratchet pawl 626 55 row, the differential of row 1 will remain in the 
and the adjacent tooth of the ratchet wheel 627 fifth poSition, whereupon a notch of the plate 600 
to permit this clockwis,e movement without ro- (Fig. 35) is opposite the feeler finger 613 and, the 
tating the latter. The timing of the cam 633 is plate 605 not being moved, the notch 606 will be 
such that the roller 622 is withdrawn from con- opposite the feeler 610. During this operation 
tact with the plate 620 before the plate begins to 60 the mechanism of Fig. 19 again functions under 
rotate. Since the social securing deduction op- control of the pitman 631 since the plate 620 re-
eration is controlled by the depression of a key mains in the fifth position and conseqUently the' 
66 in row 3, the plate &2D is adjusted, during ratchet 627 will be moved one more step of 30 
the said operation, to be moved to present the degrees by the pawl 626 when the arm 630 is 
notch 621 into the path of roller 622. Near the 65 moved clockwise, as above dellcribed, and there-
beginning of the second half of rotation of cam fore the gears 539 and 564 will turn the plate 562 
633, the pitman 631 is moved to the right (Fig. of Fig. 28 to the third pOSition, which leaves a 
19) to rock the arm 630 counterclockWise to high spot opposite the feeler 572, and the gears 
withdraw the stud &29 from contact with the tau 531 and 584 will turn the plate 582 one more step, 
011 arm 623. This movement of the arm 630 70 which will remove the notch in the 2 pOSition and 
permits the spring 62C, to rock the arm 623 coun- place a high spot in the 3 position OPPOSite the 
ter-clockwise, and, since the notch 621 is now in feeler 592. At the same time the gears 536 and 
the path of roller &22, the arm is rocked an ex- 604 of Fig. 34 will tum the plate 602 to pOSition 
tent su1ficient to move the pawl 626 upwardly the notch 603 in the third pOSition opposite the 
to engage over the next higher ratchet tooth on 75 feeler 612. Since the plate 600 of Fig. 35 has a 
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notqh in the 5 position opposltethe 1lnIerl... ratchet In is moved 30 degrees for each index-
all three of the feelers Ila. 112 and II. of the ing operation thereof and through the gears &2' 
block 109 are in position to permit the spring 112 and In. shaft &3&. gears UI and &&1 the ratchet 
(Fig. 33) to lower the arm 1111 when the arm 114 140 is moved 15 degrees each time the ratchet 121 
is rocked by the mechanism of Fig. 13. and con- IS is indexed, due to the fact that the ratio of this 
sequently the link 1101 associated with the ham- train of gears is 2 to 1. Therefore. at the end of 
mer &84 will be moved into active position with its three steps of movement, the ratchet 621 haVing 
stud 50 I on the hammer operating arm •••• and 30 degrees spaced teeth comes to rest after one 
consequently this third deduction of $5.00 is quarter rotation thereof, in which poSition it is 
printed by the hammer 484 in the fourth column 10 as shown in Fig. 19, and as the ratchet 640 has 45 
on the audit striP.' degrees spaced teeth it comes to rest after rotat-

The next operation in the transaction is one ing the distance of only one tooth space. in which 
of the total operations to print the total of the position it is as shown in Fig. 20. 
advances to date, which in the instance under During each of the deduction operations. which 
consideration is $20.00, which was entered as the 15 are entry operations, the pawl 645 cannot move 
second entry of the transaction. minus $5.00, because the plate 643 is in add position with a 
which was deducted from the $20.00 in the last high sPOt OPPOSite the stud 648 of the lever 641. 
entry described, leaving a balance of $15.00. This As before mentioned, the timing of the cam 631 
amount is taken off of the balance totalizer and is such that it rocks the arm 641 to lower pawl 
printed by the hammer 483 in the third column 20 6411 at the very beginning of a machine opera
on the audit strip. The means for contrOlling the 'tion. Thus the pawl 645 is lowered before the 
operation of this hammer will now be described. control plate is adjusted under control of the 

Referring particularly to Fig. 20, journaled on "Advance to date" key, and therefore the pawl is 
the shaft 534 is a ratchet 64a. the teeth of which also :lot effective to rotate the ratchet wheel 640 
are spaced 45 degrees apart, for a purpose to be 25 during the total, or balanCing, operation. Dur-
hereinafter described. ing this, balanCing operation, the low spot 644 is 

In a transaction which includes three deduc- positioned opposite the stud 648, and therefore, 
tions, or multiples of three, the mechanism shown when the cam U3 returns the arm 641 toward 
in Fig. 20 performs no function. It is described its upper pOSition, the stud 548 enters the low 
here to point out its movements during such a 30 spot and permits the pawl to rise toward the 
transaction and to show why it performs no func- next tooth space. However, the extent of up-
tion during such a transaction. Its functions will ward movement given the pawl 645 is not sum-
be clear in the consideration of a transaction cient to position the pawl behind the next tooth 
having deductions other than in multiples of on the ratchet 640, and therefore it will be inef-
three. 35 fective during the next succeeding operation of 

Secured to the ratchet 640 (Fig. 20) is a gear the cam 633. 
641 meshing with the small gear 541 secured to Therefore, during a balancing operation fol-
the shaft 535. Also' journaled on the shaft 534 lowing three deduction operations, the plate 682 
is a gear 642 meshing with the gear 5114 on the remains in the position shown in Fig. 31, in which 
shaft 551 which is driven under control of the to- 40 a high spot is OPPOSite the finger 592 of block 
tal row of keys. Secured to this gear 642 is a con- 689. . 
trol plate 643 having a notch 644 extending over The cam 633 is mounted on shaft 309, which 
the 1, 2, 3 and 4 pOSitions of this plate 641. In shaft, as above explained, receives two complete 
the add poSition of the 641 plate there is a high rotations during a balanCing or total taking op-
spot. Cooperating with the ratchet 140 is a pawl 45 eration. However, the control disc 620 is adjust-
645 pivoted on a stUd 646 of a lever 641 journaled ed during the first cycle of a two-cYcle operation 
on the shaft 465. The lever 641. carries a pin .. I to remove the notch 621 from the path of roller 
held in contact with the periphery of the plate 622, and therefore the pawl 626 cannot be raised 
U3 by a spring 649. The rear end of the lever for a second effective operation of the ratchet 
641 cooperates with the stud 629, which is of 50 wheel 621 during said second cycle of operation. 
suIDcient length to extend not only beneath the The pawl 645 is also moved during the second 
rear of the lever 623 but also beneath the rear rotation of cam 633, but at this time the pawl is 
of the lever 641. Consequently the lever In is not effective to rotate the ratchet wheel 640 for 
operated by the cam 633, pitman 631 and arm lIa the reasons just given. 
to operate the lever 641 and pawl 64& in the 55 During the first cycle of a total taking, or bal-
same manner and at the same time as the lever ancing, operation, the disc 585 of Fig. 30 is ad-
623 and pawl 626 are operated. justed under control of the differential in the 

During the three operatiOns involVing the three "Total Row" and presents the III notch 586 there-
deductions. the control plate 620 is adjusted to in to the feeler finger 591, and the plate 582 
render the pawl 626 effective to index the ratchet 60 need not be considered even though it has been 
wheel 621. However, since the timing of the cam moved into a position wherein there is no notch 
633 is such that the ratchet wheel In is not in- 583 opposite the feeler finger 592. However, the 
dexed until, the beginning of the operation fol- plate 580, which.is operated under control of the 
lowing the one in which the pawl 121 is rendered row 1 differential, has been moved to position 
effective. this indexing takes place only during 65 the notch 581 of the IX poSition, because the 
the last two deduction operations. However. at zero stop pawl 184 (Fig. 4) of this bank is 'moved 
the end of the third deduction operation, the to its ineffective poSition during total taking op-
pawl is still effective. and therefore::J;he ratchet erations by the well known mechanism 1llustrat-
wheel 6211s indexed at the beginning of the next ed and described in the Shipley Patent .1,617,916, 
succeeding machine operation. which. in the ex- 70 and consequently this plate &sO is moved into the 
ample here described, is the "total of advances 9 position., Therefore, since there is a notch op-
to date" operation, which is a two-cycle opera- posite the feeler 591 and opposite the feeler &94, 
tion, and the ratchet wheel In is indexed lis the hammer 483 is operated by the means previ-
third step during the ear]y part of the 1lrst cycle ously described to print ,the advances to date in 
of the two-cycle balance printing, operation. The 75 the third column of the audit strip. 
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The next entry of the present transaCtion 18 ployee paid off all of his previous advances to 
the printing of the earnings-to-date, which 18 date. After this deduction, the Advances-to-
accomplished by operating the machine after the Date tey 68 is operated, and consequently the 
depression of the "Earnings-to-date'~ key .1 of hammer 483 is operated to print the balance of 
the total row. This key is in the second position 5 the employee's advance-to-date after he has fully 
in the total key row, and therefore, during the paid them off, which, in the example being con-
machine operation, the gear 554 of Fig. 20 moves sidered, is zero. This operation of the hammer 
the control plate 643 to the second position, which 483 for printing the zero balance follows the 
presents a low sPOt or notch 644 to the roller printing of the $15.00 deduction; thus, the ham-
648 and consequently the pawl 645 will again be 10 mer 483 is operated during two succeeding oper-
raised. However, the pawl 645 will move idly ations, and the hammer 484 is not operated in 
during this operation, because, as above men- the operation just preceding the entry of the 
tioned, the movement is not su1!lcient to move balance of zero. 
the pawl above the next 45-degree tooth on the To cause this hammer 483 to print during the 
ratchet 640. Therefore the plate !5il2 remains in 15 -operation immediately following the entry of a 
the position shown in Fig. 28, wherein' a notch second deduction, the plates of Figs. 30 and 32 
563 is oPposite the feeler 612. The plate." of are positioned as previously described in connec-
Fig. 29 is moved to present B notch opposite the tion with the previous Advances-to-Date opera-
9 position thereof to the feeler· finger n3 and tion so that the proper combination of notches 
as the plate 565 is moved under control of ,the 20 of the plates 580 and 585 will be oPPosite the 
total row the notch in the 2 position thereof is 'feeler fingers 591 and' 594 to allow this hammer 
pOSitioned opposite the feeler 510. Therefore, to be operated. During the said balance opera-
during this operation of the printing of the earn- tion, the plate 580 is positioned to present the 
ings-to-date, only the hammer 482 will be oper- notch IX to the feeler finger 594, and the plate 
ated and consequently this amount, which in the 25 .1. is moved to present the notch III to the feel-
present instance is $95.00, is printed in the second iog finger 591, in the same manner as herein-
column,. as shown on the audit strip, since the before described for an "Advances to date" oper-

,three feelers no, 512 and 613 are opposite notches atlon. 
in their control plates. It will be recalled that the ratchet wheel ,621 

All of the other plates of Figs. 30 to 35 do not 30 (Fig. 19) is indexed one step during the second 
present the suffiCient combination of notches of ,deduction operation, another step during the 
their plates to permit either of the hammers CIII third deduction operation, and a third step when 
or 484 to be operated during this earnings-to- printing the "Advances to date," to properly 
date operation. 'index the control plate 582 (Fig. 31). In the 

The last and final operation of the traIl$action35 example now being considered, no third deduc-
under consideration Is the prInting of the net, tion is made, and therefore the plate 582 is in-
check, and this is accomplished by operating the dexed its second step during the "Advances to 
machine after the depression of the "Net check" date" operation. Thus, at the end of this latter 
key 68 of the total row. operation, the plate 582 is standing with a notch 

During the first part of this operation, the 40 .83 opposite the feeler finger 592. However, 
cam 633 lowers the pawl Uti, but, since the pawl before the next succeeding item is printed-that 
is not behind a tooth on ratchet sec, the pawl Is, the item $195.00; "Earnings to date"-the 
is ineffective. Therefore the plate 1i02 will not control plate must be in a position with a high 
be moved. spot "." opposite the feeling finger 492. To ob-

During this operation, the plate 1100, under con- 45 tain this result, the before-mentioned mechanism 
trol of the row 1 difrerential, is set in the 9 posI- shown in Fig; 20 is provided. 
tion, which presents a notch 6111 opposite the During the operation in which the second de-
feeler 614, and the plate 605 is set under control duction is made, the. ratchet wheel 621 (Fig. 
of ,the total row to the 1 position to present its ,19) was advanced one step, and during the op-
notch 606 of the 1, position opposite the feeler 50eration in which the "Advances to date" bal-
61 I, and consequently the two upper feelers asso- ance is printed, the ratchet wheel 621 (Fig. 19) 
elated with the hammer 484 are opposite notches was advanced another step, making a total of 
of the control plate, and so this hammer is oper- two steps, or 60 degrees, and therefore the ratch-
ated to print the net check in the fourth column et wheel was advanced two steps, or 30 degrees. 
on the audit strip. During the operation in which the "Advances 

It will be noted that none of the plates in Figs. 55 to date" is entered, the control plate 643 is ad-
27 to 32 inclusive have the proper combination justed to present a low sPOt 644 to the roller 
of,low spots set up during this net check opera- 648, and therefore, at the end of such operation 
tion to permit either the hammer 482' or 483 to the pawl 645 is in its upper position. Since, at 
be operated at this time. this time, the ratchet wheel 640 is two steps 

The next transaction to be considered will be 60 or 30 degrees out of its normal position in a 
where there were only two deductioIl$ from the direction clockwise from that shown in Fig. 20, 
employee's gross check. the pawl 645 engages behind the next tooth of 

This transaction is completely printed In the the ratchet, which tooth is two steps out of nor-
fourth, fifth and sixth rows of the audit strip, 65 mal at this time. During the first part of the 
referenced 663 as viewed in Fig. 36. next operation of the machine-that is, when 

In entering the various items of this transac- . printing the $195.00 "Earnings to date"-the cam 
tion, the hammers are selected in the same Dian- 633 (Fig. 19), through pitman 631 and arms 630 
ner as explained above, when printing the $95.00 and 641, lowers the pawl 645. This pawl being 
"Earnings to date"; the $15.00 "Advances to 70 behind a tooth of the ratchet wheel, rotates. the 
date"; the $100.00 "Gross earnings"; the 90 cents said ratchet one step, or 15 degrees, clockwise 
"0. A. B. deduct"; and the $15.00 "Repayment de- (Fig. 20), which in turn, through gears 64. and 
duction of advances to date." There are only two 54', shaft 535 (Fig. 28); and gears 539 and 564 
deductions in the example lllustrated, the second adjusts control plate 562 one step, and, through 
deduction being a $15.00 one, wherein the em- 75 shaft 535 (Fig. 31) and gears 531 and. 584, ad-
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justs control plate 582 one step, and, through the hammer 482 can be again operated to print 
shaft 535 (Fig. 34> and gears III and 104, ad- the amount of $2'10.00. 
justs control plate 112 one step. By this means, Overthrow preventer 
the three control plates 5&2, 582, and &02 are To prevent any overthrow of the plates 5&2, 
moved to their "I" positions, as shown in the l) 582 or &02 there is provided an overthrow pre-
drawings. Therefore, before the printing of the 'b d 
"Earnings to date" takes place, the control plates venting mechanism which wUl now be descrl e . 

Journaled on the shaft 114 (Fig. 22) and secured 
are in the positions explained in the first exam- to the plate 585 (Fig. 30) and gear 581 is a con-
pIe of entering a transaction described herein. 

, te 562 582 10 trol plate &55. 
This adjustment of the cam p.a s ." Also journaled on the shaft 134 is a stopping 

and 602 takes place during the early part of the plate 656 secured to a gear 651 which meshes 
first rotation of shaft 309 and cam 633. At the 135 th t 
end of said first rotation of cam &33, the pl;\wl with a gear 658 secured to the shaft a 
645 is again raised to its uppermost position. At is driven by the ratchets In and 640. The stop-
the beginning of the second rotation of the cam Ii? ping plate 656 has four stopping lugs thereon 

633, for the total taking'operation being con- adapted to cooperate with a fiat stud 659 car
ried by an arm 660 journaled on the shaft 465. 

sidered, the pawl 645 is lowered idly, because it The arm 660 has a spring 661 connected there-
is not behind the next tooth of ratchet wheel 640. to, which holds a roller 662 against the pe_ 

The next operation following the printing of riphery of the control plate &55. In addin~ 
the "Earnings to date" is the printing. of the 20 operations, the roller 112 is held against the 
"Net check" amount, $84.10, and the printing higher periphery of the plate 655, as it is not 
hammer is selected in the same manner as ex- necessary to stop the ratchet mechanisms dur-
plained in the first transaction entry described ing adding operations because the movement is 
herein. not sufficient to cause any overthrow. However, 

For the next transaction represented by lines 25 during certain total operations, the ratchet 640 
664 (Fig. 36) there were no advances-to-date and is moved fUrther, and there may be a chance of 
only one deduction. In all the operations of this overthrow because 'the movement of said plates 
transaction before the deduction operation, the 562 582 or 602 may be as much as 60 degrees. 
control plates are adjusted to select the print- Th~refore to prevent any overthrow of the said 
ing hammers in the same manner as in the 30 control plates, the plate 655 has a low por-
similar operations described above. After the tion oPPosite all of the total positions, and 
deduction of 75 cents, which was printed by as this plate 655 is driven from the gear 553 
hammer 482, the next item of this transaction under control of the total row whenever any of 
was the depression of the Earnings-to-Date key, those keys in the total row are depressed, the 
which causes the same hammer 482 to again op- 35 low part of tbe plate 655 is presented to the 
erate. roller 662 and consequently the spring 661 moves 

During the entry operation of the single deduc- the stud 659 into the path of movement of one 
tion, the pawl 626 (Fig. 19) is raised to engage of the lugs on the stopping plate 656 to prevent 
behind the next tooth of the ratchet wheel 621. 40 any overthrow of the ratchet and also of the 
Then, at the beginning of the first cycle of the control plates 562, &82, or 602 connected thereto 
two-cycle operation for printing the "Earnings during certain total taking operations. 
to date," the pawl 626 moves the ratchet 621 
one step, or 30 degrees, which moves the ratchet Grand total printing 
640, 15 degrees. At the time the pawl 626 moves At the end of the run of payroll checks for 
the ratchets 621 and 640, the cam 633 also low- 45 any pay period, the operator may wish to run 
ers the pawl 645 (Fig. 20), but, since this pawl the totals from the machine, and to do so, to 
645 is not in effective engagement with the ratch- clear the totalizers associated with rows 1, 2 
et wheel 640 at this time, the pawl 645 moves and 3, the respective total keys &l with the prop-
idly. However, when the pawl 645 is again er designations, as shown in Figure 1, are de-
raised into its upper position near the end of 50 pressed. During this type of operation, all of 
said first cycle of operation, the pawl 645 drops these totals are printed by the hammer 482 and 
behind the next tooth on the ratchet wheel 640, the proper combination of notches in the plates 
which tooth was positioned in relation to the 560,562 and &65 of Figs. 29, 28 and 27, respectively, 
pawl 645 when rotated by pawl 626 during said are opposite the feelers associated with hammer 
first cycle of operaticn. Then, when the pawl 55 482, so that these totals will be printed by this 
645 is lowered by the cam 633 at the beginning hammer and the control plates of Figs. 30 to 35 
of the secoild cycle of operation, the pawl 645 are so positioned that the two hammers 483 and 
rotates the ratchet wheels 640 and 621 to bring 484 will not be connected to their operating mech-
them into a position like that shown in Figs. 19 anism. 
and 20. When the ratchet wheels 640 and &21 60 During the clearing of row 3 totalizers, in 
are as shown in Figs. 19 and 20, the control order to prevent the pawl 121 (Fig. 19) from 
plates 562, 582, and 602 again assume the posi- operating the ratchet 621, due to the fact that 
tions shown in Figs. 28, 31, and 34. These ad- the plate 620 is moved to the fifth position to 
justments of 'the control plates are made prior present the notch 12' to the roller 122, due to 
to the operation of the printing hammers dur- 65 the fact that any key in row 3 causes the row 1 
ing the second cycle of the "Earnings to date" differential to stop in the fifth position, there is 
entry operation. provided a special plate 611 (Fig. 21) secured 

Now, the plate 512 has a notch 563 OPPOSite to the gear 5&land control plate 165, which spe-
the feeler 512, and the plates 510 and 56& will cial plate 665 moves to the sixth position of the 
be poSitioned -the same as during the previous 70 total row with the plate 5&1 and blocks out the 
Earnipgs-to-Date total operation, wherein the 9 notches in the fifth position of plate 121 so that 
position notch 561 is opposite the feeler 113 and the roller 622 cannot move into the notch IZ I 
the 2 position notch 516 18 opposite the feeler during the clearing of any of the deduction totals, 
510. Therefore a combination of three notches and consequently the pawl 121 cannot function 
is opposite the feelers 11', 112 and 113 so that 75 during that time, 
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The l'eason for the block being In the fifth as remains to describe the means for controll1ng the 
well as the sixth position is to prevent opera- coupling and uncoupling of the feed link 4152 
tion of pawl 626 if a key 66 is depressed, which (Figs. lOA and lOB) to and from the pin .. , on 
stops row 1 differential at 5, along with the de- the feed operating leverA4I. To control this 
pression of total key 61 in the fifth position which G feeding mechanism, there is proVided a cluster or 
is for clearing of row 2. group of control plates having notches and high 

Clock number hours worked printing spots, or the true periphery thereon, and it te,kes 
a. high spot, or the true periphery, to cause the 

By referring to Fig. 36 it w1l1 be noted that in coupling of the link .. 2 with the pin 4151 otthe 
the first column the employee's clock number, 10 feed operating arm and it takes notches on the 
123, and the. number of hours worked, 45, are control plates to prevent feeding of the audit 
printed. These are printed when the Clock striP. 
Number and Hours Worked key 6t of the first With this in mind the feeding control for ,the 
transaction row is depressed, and Is printed by audit strip will now be described, referring par-
the hammer 481. To control this hammer to llJ ticularly to Figs. 23, 24,25 and 26. 
print only during the operation of the transaction Secured to the shaft 1i14, which it will ,be re-
in which the clock number and hours worked are called is operated under control of the row 1 
set up, 'the shaft 651 has a gear 610 secured transaction keys 34 is a control plate 890 (Fig. 25) 
thereto (Fig. 9B), which drives a gear 612 se- having notches 691. Journaled on the shaft 534 

, cured to a control plate 613, which has a notch 20 (Fig. 23) is another control plate 192 having a 
only in the add position to cooperate with a feeler long notch 693. This plate 892 is secured to a gear 
finger similar to those shown In Figs. 27 to 35, 694 driven by the gear 658 secured to the shaft 
so that only in the add pOSition will this hammer 551, which is operated under control of the total 
work, and only when the Clock Number and Hours row of keys. Also secured to the gear 694 is a 
Worked key Is depressed. Secured to the shaft 2fl plate 696 (Fig. 26) having a notch 11111, which 
534 and cooperating with the same feeler pawls plate is driven under control of the total row of 
for the hammer 481 is a control plate 614 which keys. There is also journaled on the shaft 634 
has a notch in the third position corresponding another control plate a98 (Fig. 24) having several 
to the position of the Clock Number and Hours notches 699. This plate 898 is secured to a gear 
Worked kLY, so that this notch in combination 30 100 meshing with the gear 1140 secured to the 
with the notch in the add position of the disc 613 shaft 535 which Is operated by the ratchets 621 
permits only the hammer 481 to operate during and 640 of Figs. 19 and 20. 
this particular adding operation. Secured to the previously described arm 464 

Serial number printing is a' feeler block 103 (Figs. 23, 24, 25 and 26), 
, 3fl having feeler fingers 1 lUI and lOll, adapted to 

The hammer 485 of Fig. 9A prints in the fifth cooperate with the control plate 892. 
column on the audit strip the 'serial number The block 103 has two more feeler fingers 106 
of the check, and this is printed only during the and 101 cooperating with the control plate 698 
operation when taking the net check total. To and a single feeler finger 1118 cooperating with 
control the hammer 485 to print the serial num- 40' the control plate 690. There is also a teeler fin-
ber of the check dq.ring the net check total ger 109 adapted to cooperate with an arm 110 
operation there is secured to the shaft 5&1 a gear journaled on a shaft 634. This arm. 110 is pivot-
615 meshing with a gear U6 journaled on the ally connected to a l~ver 111, carrying a pin 112 
shaft 534. Also fast to the shaft 134 and under adapted to cooperate with the notch &91 of the 
control of the row I transaction bank is a control 45 plate 69G and also carrying a roller 113 to cooper-
plate 61a. The combination of notches in the ate with a cam 114 on the printer drive shaft 
zero position of the plate en in add and in the 320. A spring llli, at certain times to be later 
9 position of the plate 618 controls the hammer described, causes the roller 11 a to follow the low 
485 to print only during the net check operation portion of the cam 114 to cause the audit strip 
and to be prevented from printing during all other flO to be fed on certain specifiC operations of a trans-
operations of the machine. action, which will be later described. The lever 
AutomatiC controls for machine feed mechanism 111 is pivoted on a shaft 11& SUPPOrted by the 

of the audit stri frames 54 and &5. , 
p It might be well to again state that to prevent 

As shown by the printing of the first complete lifl the feeding of the record strip under control of 
transaction on the audit strip,there is. no feed- the plates and the feeler fingers, it is necessary 
ing of the strip after the picking up of the that all three of the fingers 105, 101 and 108 coop-
"Earnings to date" nor after the picking up of the erate with notches 693, &98 and 691 of the plates 
advance balance, but there is a feed after the 692, 698 and 690 at the same time, or if notches 
setting up of the gross earnings. Then after the eo are presented to the feelers 104, 108 and the plate 
first deduction there is no feed, after the second 11 C is not over the feeler 109 •. When either of the 
deduction there is no feed, but after the third above conditions is present, the arm 466 can be 
deduction there is a feed, so that the "Advances rocked by the spring 468 to cause the link 462 to' 
to date" which is printed next wlll be printed in be disengaged from the Pin 411 of the feed operat-

, the next line. This is represented by the $15.00 115 ing lever 499. ' 
in the third column. After this printing of the The first operation in conriection with a com-
"Advances to date" there is no feeding, and there- plete transaction for issuing payroll checks and 
fore the $95.00 item, Which is the "Earnings to for printing all of the complete records therefor 
date," is printed on the same line in column 2. on the audit strip, as above mentioned, is the 
After this operation there is no feeding, with the TO picking up of the "Earnings to date." When this 
result that the net check· amount of $47.45 is occurs, the key in the third position of row 2 is 
printed in the fourth column but in the third line, depressed, which automatically stops the row 1 
along with the $95.00 and $15.00 totals. differential in the sixth position. This moves 

Since the actual feeding mechanism for the the plate 690 (Fig. 25) to the siXth pOSItion, Which 
audit strip has been previouSly described, it only 'II presents a notch to the feeler 111. The plate 688 
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is not moved ,by the ratchet 821 of Fig. 19 during oe rocked during this oPeration, that is, after the 
this operation and therefore the notch ... re- pr1nting of the *5.00, and consequently the audit 
mains opposite the feeler 101· and as this is an strip will be fed to present a clean line for the 
adding operation the notch 893 is opposite the printing of the next operation of the transaction. 
·feeler 105, and consequently the arm .It will be I The next operation is the taking of the ,total 
rocked to disengage the link .. 2 from the pin of the "Advance to date," which is accompanied 
Uland there will be no feed after the printing b)' tl1e depression of the advance-to-date key 88 
of the pick-up "Earnings to date." in the third position of the total row. During 

The next operation of the transaction is the this time ·the plate 882 is moved to the 3 posi-
pick-up of the advance balance, and for this op. 10 tion, Which presents a high spot in the III position 
eration the operator depresses the third key of to the feeler 11.. During this operation of the 
row 1, which sets the plate 690 (Fig. 25) in the 3 printing of the total "Advances to date" the plate 
position, which is a notch 891, thus presenting this .. 8 is mOVed three steps, but during this setting of 
notch 891 to the feeler 10'8, and as the plates ... the plate 898, the cam 114 has held the lever 111 
and 192 are not moved there will be notches oP- 16 80 that the roller 112 will not fall in the notch 
posIteall three feelers 101, lOT and Tt8, and con- In as the notch passes this roller. The plate 
sequently there will be no feed of the audit strip ... during the first cycle of this operation is 
after the printing of this item of "Advances to moved 30 degrees by the pawl.2I from the m po-
date." siUon into the next I position so that a low spot is 

The next item is the prtnting of the work- 20 {opposite the feeler 101 ,and also opposite the 
man's clock number and the number of hours, feeler 1.8. The plate 110 is held out of the path 
whiC;h is accompanied by the depression of the of the feeler 109 and the feeler 104 has a low 
fourth key of row 1. During this operation the sPOt, and therefore there will be no feeding after 
plate 890 is set to the fourth position, which is a the printing of the "Advances to date." 
notch, and therefore, for this operation, as be- 215 The next operation of the transaction is the 
fore, there will be notches opposite the feelers "Earnings to date," which Is accompanied by 
101,.101 and 108, and consequently there will be the depression of the Earnings-to-Date key 68 in 
no feed after the printing of the workman's clock the total row. This Is in the second position and 
number and the number of hours worked. the plate 182 is positioned so as to have a low 

The next operation is the setting up of the 30 spot op~site the feeler 114 and plate St8 not hav-
gross amount of the check, and for this opera- 1ng been moved presents notches to the feelers 
tion the operator depresses the key in the fourth lH and 111 OPPOsite the feeler 104. Consequently 
position of row 2. During this operation the plate ·there will be not feeding of the audit ~trip after 
890 is set by the first ,bank differential under the printing of the "Earnings to date." 
the automatic control to the eighth position, 36 The next operation of the transaction is the 
which presents a high spot to the feeler 10', and printing of the net check amount. It is desirable 
as there are high spots O:PPosite the feelers 114 that there be a feed after the printing of this 
because the plate -692 has not been moved since net check amount, and this is accompanied by 
this is st1ll an adding operation, there will be at the depression of the Net Check key, which is 
least one high spot presented to one of the feelers '0 in the first position of the total row. The first 
on the lower portIon of the block 103 and also a poSition of the total row presents the notch 693 
high spot presented to one of the feelers on the to both the feelers 104 and 105. The plate 690 
upper portion of the block 103, and consequently will be moved to the 9 position during this oper-
the arms 486 cannot be moved downwardly by the ation and consequently there will be a high spot 
spring 468 and therefore the link 452 will not be 41 presented to the feeler 108. Also during the first 
disconnected from the Pin .51 and consequently cycle of this operation the plate 891 will be moved 
the audit strip Will be fed one space to present a one step and present the notch 691 to the stud 
clean line for the next transaction. 112 but, as hereinbefore mentioned, shortly after 

The next operation is the entrance of the first the beginning of the first cycle the shaft 320 is 
deduction of 55 cents. As before stated, the ratchet 60 stopped, leavIng the higher portion of the cam 
621 does not operate dUring this operation and 114 beneath the roller 113 of the arm 111 and 
therefore the plate 698 will remain in the posi- therefore the plate 110 cannot be moved in front 
tion shown. During this operation the plate 8.. of feeler 11.. Therefore feelers 104, 106 enter 
is set automatically to the fifth position, which notches and feeler 10. misses the plate 110 thus 
presents a low spot to the feeler 118, and as there 65 disconnecting the feed during the first cycle. 
is a low spot opposite the feeler 101 and stUl a During the second cycle the shaft 320 moves 
low spot opposite the feeler 105, there wUl be no the cam 114 and the spring 115 will move the 
feed at this time because the arm .68 will be lever 111 clockwise and rock the arm 110 in front 
rocked to disconnect the feed operating mecha- of the feeler 11.. Therefore, since there is a high 
nism. 10 spot opposite one of the upper feelers 108 and 

The next transaction is the printing of the $2.00 also opposite one of the lower feelers 109 the 
insurance deduction and at this time the plate audit strip will be fed after the printing of the 
898, prior to the time of the feeding, will be m.oved net check during the second cycle. 
one. step by the ratchet 621 to present the II In the entry of a transaction including only one 
position to the feeler 101, ythich is a low position, 85 deduction-for example, like that shown in line 8 
and as there is a low position in the 5posit1on of (FIg. 36)-the audit strip feed is line-spaced at 
the plate 690 and in the add position of the plate the beglnning of the next item entry operation, 
692 and of the plate 698 there will be no· feed which Is shGwn in line 9, column 2 (Fig. 36), as 
after the printing of the insurance deduction. *195.00 "Earnings to date." During the oper-

The next operation is the entrance of the ad- 70 ation in which the deduction of 75 cents is en-
vance payment deduction of $5.00. Prior to this tered, the pawl 828 (Fig. 19) is moved into its 
printing the plate 198 has been fed a second time effective position to index the ratchet wheel 621 
. by the ratchet ·621 and thus presents the III posi- and the control plate 118 (Fig. 24). At the be-
tion to the feeler lOT and ArabIc 3 position to ginning of the first cycle of the "EarningS to 
the feeler 118 and ther~fore th~ arm .1 •• cannot 'II date" entry operation, the pawl 12&, through the 
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connections hereinbefore described, moves the There is also a so-called snap-aliner 133 which 
control plate 698 one step and at the same time cooperates with the alining disk 124 under in-
movell ratchet wheel 640 one step, so that the ftuence of the spring 134. This snap-sliner 133 
pawl .... can be moved into effective position in merely bobs in and out over the serrations of the 
relation to the ratchet wheel 640 during the first 15 aliner p'late during the setting thereof. 
cycle of operation of said "Earnings to date" Payroll check 
entry operation. When. the shaft 309 starts its 
second rotatIon at the beginning of the second A facsimile of a payroll check is illustrated in 
cycle of operation, the pawl 64'5 rotates the Figure 37. This payroll check is printed by type 
ratchet pawllCO two steps, in the manner here- 10 wheels from the usual type of column printing 
tofore described, to move the control plate 698 mechanism which Is set under control of the in-
into a position similar to that shown in Fig. 24, ternal-extemal gear line of the Kreider type, 
wherein a loW spot is opposite both feeling fingers shown in Figure 4, whereupon all of the amounts 
101 and 101 on block 103, and therefore the con- set up on the keyboard and printed on the audit 
trol plate 19, Is in a position to prevent a fe~d. IS striP are alsO printed on the check as illustrated. 
Other control plates must, therefore, be set to Ledger card 
cause a feed to take place. 

During the first cycle of the "Eainings to date" A facsimile of the ledger card is shown in Fig. 
entry operat.on, the control plate 690 (Fig. 25), 38. The printing on this card is accomplished 
adjusted by the differential in row I, is moved 20 by type wheels set in t.he usual manner under 
into its "9" position, by mechanism hereinbefore control of the column printing internal-external 
described for adjusting shaft 634, to thus bring gear drive mechanism shown in Figure 2, Which 
iI. high spot in front of the feeling finger 108 on is of the type lllustrated in the above mentioned 
feeler block 103. Kreider patent. . 

Also during said first cycle of the "Earnings to 25 The hammers for printing on the payroll check 
date~' entry operation, the differential mechanism and also on the ledger card are set under con-
of the "Total row" adjusts the control plate 692 trol of control plates similar to those shown in 
into its "2" position, wherein a low spot is oppo- Figs. 27 to 35 so that the printing on the payroll 
site the feeling finger 104 and a high spot (ll) check and also the ,ledger card can be accom-
is opposite finger 105. 30plished at the proper time, dependent upon the 

In addition to the above, the differentiali~ row type of operation of the particular transaction, 
1 adjusts the control plate 696 to control the being entered into th:' machine at the time. 
member 110, in the manner described above, so Time card attachment 
that the member 110 will block the feeler. finger As previously stated there is an attachment 
109. 85 on the rear upper part of the machine to hold a 

Thus', at the beginning of the second cycle of stack of workmen's time clock cards from which 
operation of the "Earnings to date" entry oper- data may be read in picking up certain of the 
ation, high spots are in the path of feeling fingers amounts, the clock number, hours worked and 
105 (Fig. 23) and 108 (Fig. 25), and the member other deductions, when it is desirable to use this 
110 is In the path of the finger 109 (Fig. 26) to .40 type of system. 
cause a line-spacing feed to take place prior to This attachment is shown in Figs. 39 and 40 
the operation of the printing hammer 482. andJs substantially like that shown in the United 

During the clearing of the totals of rows 1, 2 States Patent No. 2,234,342 issued March 11, 
and 3 the plate 692 (Fig. 2'3) is moved into the 1941, to Robert H. Goodell and Carl W. Roser.' 
fourth, fifth and sixth position respectively'and 41 The attachment consists of supporting means 
as both the Arabic positiOns 4, 5 and 6 and comprising side plates 121 and 122 connected by 
the IV, V and VI positions do not have notches, a base 123 and an angular top 124. This top sup-
the feelers 104 and 105 are both held out and ports workmen's time. clock cards 125 between 
consequently the strip is fed during the first cycle guide plates 128 and 121 and held in position by 
before printing and during the second cycle after 10 a heavy plate 128. A card ejecting member or 
printing. picker 129 is guided to slide downwardly against 

Alining means far control disk a front plate 130. 
An extended arm 131 of the picker 129 has a 

There is an alining mechanism to aline the 155 slot engaged by the end of a lever 132 pivoted 
disks that are set under control of the first trans- on the side plate 121. The other end of the 
action bank, under the control of the ratchet 621, lever 122 is connecte'd to a rod 133 adapted to 
and under control of the, total lever, which will be moved upwardly by a solenoid 134 when the 
now be described. Referring to ;Figs. 9A and 14, same is energized. A spring 135 returns the rod 
the gear 551 meshes with a gear 121, secured to 133, lever 132 and picker 129 to normal positions 
an aliner 122. Meshing with the gear 542 is a eO after the picker 128 has been operated to move 
gear 123 fast to another aliner 124 like the aliner the foremost time card 125 downwardly. Upon 
122. Fast on the shaft 534 is an aliner 125 downward movement of the time card it is moved 
shown also in Fig. 14. Cooperating with t'hese between a pair of feed rollers 138 driven bya belt 
aliners 122, 124 and 125 is an aliner bar 126 es 131 from a motor 138. A defiecting plate 139 
secured to a lever 121 pivoted on the shaft 118. turns the card toward the left as viewed in Fig. 
The lever 121 is connected to a pitman 129 carry- 40 so that it will be stacked on the bottom plate 
ing a roller 130 cooperating with the cam 131 123. A hinged door 140 is provided for access 
on the shaft 309, which it will be recalled makes to the cards that have been fed downwardly by 
two operations during total operations. A spring the, picker mechanism. 
132 causes the aliner 126 to engage all three of '10 The operation of the picker and solenoid 134 
the allner disks 122, 124 and 125 when the cam is as follows: . 

_ 111 moves to present the low portion thereof to Diagrammatically indicated at 145 is an elec-
the roller 130, so that during printing and feed- trical connection box having contact bars 146, 
fng the control disks and plates will not be moved 141, and 148. Supply lines 149 and 150 are con-
out of allnement. 71 nectet\ to the bars 141 and 148. Also connected 
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to the bars Itl and Itl are lines 111 and 112 cessive operations of each of the impression 
leading to a motor 111. This motor 111 runs means and is caused to operate between all the 
constantly except when the current is cut orr said repeat operations of the impression means. 
by a sWitch 111. A line 11. connects the sole- 2. In a machine capable of single and multiple 
noid lU and the bar Itl to which is connected cycle operations involved in a complete trans-
a line 111 leading to a stationary contact 158. • action, a plurality of banks of control keys, cer-
Connected to the bar ,.11s a line 111 leading to a tain of which control the machine to make one-
contact 111 mounted on the "Earnings-to-date" cycle operations and the remaining keys control 
key 88 in the total row. A line 119 connects the the machine to make multiple-cycle operations; 
solenoid 11. and the bar le8. ' 10 a plurality of di1!erential mechanisms; printing 

Upon depression of this "Earnings-to-date" mechanism for printing upon record material, 
key 88, as has been preViously described, to con- said printing mechanism including a plurality of 
trol the machine to fUnction during certain op- impression means; a plurality of groups of se-
erations of transactions issuing payroll checks, lecting means for said impression means set-
the contact 111 strikes the contact 118 and closes 11 table by the di1!erential mechanisms, for caus-
the circuit through the solenoid 13C whereupon ing successive operation of di1!erent ones of said 
the picker 121 is operated to move the fore- plurality of impression means under control of 
most card down into the lower part of the recep- certain banks of keys upon entry of certain op-· 
tacle to present the next card in the stack to erations forming a part of a complete transac-
View, so that when writing the next employee's 20 tion; and automatic means operable under con-
check the operator will have the information di- trol of certain of said control keys to readjust 
recUy in front of him. certain of said selecting means for causing repeat 

Machine operation 
operations of various ones of said impression 
means as determined by the operation of said 

Due to the fact that during the general de- U di1!erential mechanisms depending on the type 
scription and throughout the detailed descrip- of operation being entered as a part of said com-
tion, the complete operations of the· parts and plete transaction. 
their functions have been given, .it is not felt 3. In a machine capable of single and multiple 
necessary to go through any operation of the ma- cycle operations involved in a complete transac-
chine at this point because a thorough under- 80 tion, a plurality of banks of control keys, cer-
standing of the same may be had from the gen- tain of which control the machine to make one-
eral description ·in connection with the detailed cycle operations and the remaining keys control 
description. the machine to make multiple-cycle operations; 

While the form of mechanism herein shown a plurality of di1!erential mechanisms; printing 
and described is admirably adapted to fulfill the II mechanism for printing upon record material. 
objects primarily stated. it is to be understood including feeding means for said record mate,. 
that it is not intended to confine the invention rial; a plurality of groups of selecting devices; 
to the one form or embodiment herein disclosed. connections di1!erentially settable by the differ-
for it is susceptible of embodiment in various ential mechanisms for setting certain of the se-
forms all coming within the scope of the claims .. lecting devices for determining the operation of 
which follow. the feeding means to cause the same to be pre-

What is claimed is: vented from operation for a variable number of 
1. In a machine capable of simrle and multiple operations of the machine involving a part of the 

cycle. operations involved in a complete trans- complete transaction; and automatic means op-
action. a plurality of banks of control keys. cer- 41S erable to adjust others of said selecting means 
tain of which control the mllchlne to make one- to cause the feeding means to be operated between 
cycle operations and tl'>e remalnin~ keys control certain other operations of the machine. 
the machine to make multiple-cycle operations; 4. In a machine capable of single and multiple 
a plurality of rUf\'erentlal mechanisms settable cycle operations involved in a complete trans~ 
under control nf the banks of the control keys: 110 action, a plurality of banks of control keys, cer-
printing mechanism for prInting upon record tain of which control the machine to make one-
ma.teTial. SR.iCi printing mechanism including a cycle operations and the remaining keys control 
plurality of impression means: a plurality of the machine to make multiple-cycle operations; 
groups of selecting mellns fnr saId impressIon a plurality of di1!erential mechanisms operated 
means certain of ·said selectin~ means being dif- 115 differentially from various ones of the banks of 
ferentially ad.fustable by the differential mecha- the control keys; printing mechanism for print-
nisms. and automatic means for adjusting others ing upon record material, said printing mecha-
of said selecting mea.ns. for causIng successive nism including a plurality of impression means; 
operation of different ones of said plurality of a plurality of groups of selecting means for said 
impression means under control of certain banks 60 impression means certain. of which are' operable 
of keys upon entry of certain operations forming by the above-mentioned di1!erential mechanisms. 
a part of a complete transaction. or for causing for causing sequential operation of three of the 
repeat operations of various ones of said plurality said impression means under control of two keys 
of impression means. as determined by the oJ>er- in one bank of said certain banks of said control 
ation of said dUferential mechanisms depending ·66 keys and under control of one key in another 
on the type of operation being entered as a part of said certain control banks upon entry of cer-
of said complete transaction; feeding means for tain operations. forming part of a complete trans-
said record material; and means including a action, and for causing a second seqUential oper-
group of selecting devices for determining oper- ation of the same impression means in the same 
ation of said feeding means. certain of said group 70 order under control of di1Ierent keys in another 
.of selecting devices being adjusted by said differ- bank of said certain control keys; and automatic 
ential mechanisms. and others of said group of means operable under control of other keys to 
selecting devices being adJusted by the automatic adjust certain others of saWselecting means for 
means, whereby the feeding means is prevented causing an unsequential operation of said impres-
from operation upon the above-mentioned suc- T6 sion means. 
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5. In a machine capable of single and multiple ing means for said record material; and means 
cycle operations involved in a complete trans- including a group of selecting devices, certain of 
action, a plurality of banks of control keys, cer- said devices being positionable under control of 
tain of which control the machine to make one- said differential mechanism and others position-
cycle operations and the remaining keys control (i able by the automatic means for preventing feed 
the machine to make multiple-cycle operations; of record material after the first two operations 
a plurality of differential mechanisms; printing of the first sequential set of operations of the 
mechanism for printing upon record material, impression means, and for causing a feed after 
said printing mechanism including a plurality of the last one of the first of said sets of sequential 
impression means; a plurality of groups of se- 10 operation of the impression means, and for pre-
lecting means for said impression means and op- venting operation of the feeding means after 
erable by the differential mechanisms, certain of each of the first two operations in the second set 
said groups of selecting means adjUstable . for of sequential operations of the impression means, 
causing sequential operation of three of the said and for caUsing operation of the feeding means 
impression means under control of two keys in 15 after the third operation of the second sequen-
one bank of said certain banks of said control tial set of operations of the impression means, 
keys and under control 'of one key in another of and for preventing operation of the feeding means 
said certain control banks upon the entry of after the first two unsequential operations of 
certain operations forming part of a compfete the impression . means and for causing an opera-
transaction, and for causing a second sequential 20 tion of the feeding means after the last of the 
operation qf the same impression means in the unsequential set of operations of the impression 
same order under control of different keys in means; all of said operations of the feeding 
another bank of said certain control keys; auto- means being controlled jointly by the automatic 
matic means operable to advance certain of said means and by the same keys which control the 
selecting devices step by step for selectively caus~ 25 sets of sequential. and unsequential operations of 
ing an unsequential operation of said impreSSion t~e impression means. . 
means under control of three keys of still an- 7. In a machine capable of single and multi-
other bank of said remaining bank of control pIe cycle operatiOns involved in a complete trans-
keys; feeding means for said record material; and action, a plurality of banks of {)ontrol keys, cer-
means including a plurality of groups of select- 30 tain of which control the machine to make one-
ing devices settable by the differential mechanism cycle operations and the remaining keys control 
for preventing feed of record material after the the machine to make multiple-cycle operations; 
first two operations of the first sequential set of a plurality of differential mechanisms; print-
operations of the impression means, and for ing mechanism for printing upon record ma-
causing a feed after the last one of the first of 35 terial, said printing mechanism Including a plu-
said sets of sequential operations of the impres- rality of impression means; a plurality of groups 
sion means, ·and for preventing operation of the of selecting means for said impression means and 
feeding means after each of the first two opera- operable by the differential' mechanisms; and 
tions in the second set of sequential operations of means for automatically adjusting certain of said 
the impression means; said automatic means set- 4,0 selecting means, said automatic means acting 
ting certain selecting devices for causing opera- jointly with the differential mechanisms for caus-
tion of the feeding means after the third opera- ing sequential operation of three of the said im-
tion of the secQnd sequential set of operations pression means under control of two keys in one 
of the impression means, and for preventing op- bank of said banks of said control keys and un-
eration of the feeding means after the first two 4;) der control of one key in another of said {)ontrol 
unsequential operations of the impression means, banks upon entry of certain operations form-
and for causing an operation Of the feeding ing part of a complete transaction, and for caus-
means after the last of the unsequential set of op- ing a sequential operation of certain of said im-
erations of the impression means. 'pression means upon operation of two keys in 

6. In a machine capable of single and multiple 50 another of said control banks, and for causing 
cycle operations involved in .a complete transac- a repeat operation of the last-operated impres-
tion, a plurality of banks of control keys, certain .sion means upon operation of a key in another 
of Which control the machine to make one-cycle control bank. 
operations and the remaining· keys control the . 8. In a mac.aine capable of single and multiple 
machine to make multiple-cycle operations' a 55 cycle operations involved in a complete transac~ 

plurality of differential mechanisms; priIlt'tng tion, a plurality of banks of control keys, certain 
mechanism for printing upon record material, of which control the machine to make one-cycle 
saigprinting mechanism including a plurality of operations and the remaining keys control the· 
iiIiptession means; a plurality of groups of se- machine to make multiple-cycle operations; a 
lectiIlg means for said ill).pression means settable 60' plUrality of differential mechanisms operated eli!,. 
under :control of said differential mechanisms ferenLially from various ones of the banks of the 
foreausing sequential operation .of three of ths control keys; printing mechanism for printing 

. said impression means under control of two keys upon record material, said printing mechanism 
in one bank of said certain banks of said control including a plurality of impression means; a plu-
keys arid under control of one key in another of 65 rality' of groups of selecting means for said im-
said certain control banks upon the entry of cer- pression means operable by the above-mentioned 
tain operations forming part of a compl,ete trans- differential mechanisms; automatic means acting 
action, and for causing a second sequential op- jointly with the differential for causing sequen-
eratidn of the. same impression means in the tial operation of three of the said impression 
same order under control of different keys, in 70 means under the control of two keys in one bank 
another bank of said ,certain control keys; auto- of said banks of said certain control keys and 
matie means operable to set certain of said se- under control of one key in 'another of said con-
lecttng devices for causing

d 

an.unsequential op- trol banks upon entry of cert·ain operations form-
eration of said impression means· under control ing part of a complete transaction, and for eaus-
of three keys of said remaining control keys; feed- 76 ing a sequential operation of certain o~ said im-
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pression means upon operation of two keys in means, said last-mentioned group of impression 
another of said certain control banks, and for- control selecting means and the feed aelee~ 
causing a repeat operation of the last-operated devices being controlled by the same operated 
impression means upon operation of a key in an- control devices above mentioned which determine 
other control bank; feeding means for said record '6 when the record material is to be fed and after 
material; and means including a group of select- which of the impression operations. 
ing devices, certain of said last-named group of 11. In a machine capable of making single and 
selecting deVices adjusted by the automatic two cycle operations involving a complete trans-
means and others of said last-named group of action, printing means including a plurality of 
selecting devices set under control of the differ- '10 impression means for printing in columns on ree-
ential mechanisms to jointly cause oPeration of ord material; a plurality of groups of impression 
the feeding means after the last operation of the selecting devices; a plurality of actuating means 
first sequential operations of the impression for operating said selecting devices; a plurality 
means, and for causing operation of the feeding of banks of control keys selectively operable for 
means after the last of the secona sequential 16 controlling certain of said actuating means 
operations of the impression means, and for pre- whereby the selecting means selects certain of the 
venting operation of the feeding means after all impression means for operation in a certain se-
other operations of the impression means, quence, said selection occurring in one of said 

9, In a machine capable of making single and sequence of machine cycles to determine the 
multiple cycle operations involving a complete 20 selection during the next machine cycle; 'a bank 
transaction, printing means including a plurality of control keys to control the actuating means to 
of impression means for printing in columns on be arrested In a certain position; a normally 
record material; a plurality of groups of impres- ineffective means automatically operated during 
sion selecting devices; a plurality of actuating a machine operation; a control member adjust~ 
means for operating said selecting devices; a plu- 25 able by the last-named actuating means to ren-
rality of banks of control keys selectively oper- der the automatic means effective during a suc-
able for controlling certain of said actuating ceeding operation of the machine to move the 
means whereby the selecting means selects the selecting means into a new position; a bank of 
impression means for operation dUring one ma- control keys for controlling the machine for mul-
chine operation to cause a certain one of said '30 tiple cycle operations; a second automatic means 
impression means to be operated during the next rendered effective upon operation of one of the 
machine operation to thereby operate the impres- last-named control keys to readjust the selecting 
sian means in a certain sequence; certain of said means to select the impression means in a differ-
control keys adapted to control the actuating ent sequence; feeding means for the record mate-
means to be arrested in a certain position; a nor- '35 rial; a plurality of selecting devices for said feed-
maHy ineffective means automatically operated ing means operable in conjunction with a certain 
during a machine operation; a control member group of the above-mentioned selecting means for 
adjustable by the last-named actuating means to the impression means, said last-mentioned group 
render the automatic means effective during a of impression control selecting means and the 
succe~ding operation of the machine to move the ,40 feed selecting devices being controlled' by the 
selectmg means into a new position; and a sec-, same operated control devices above mentioned 
and automatic means rendered effective upon which determine when the record material is to 
operation of one of t.he sa'd control keys to read- be fed and after which of the impression opera-
just the selecting means to select the impression tions; a pI~ality of printer-operating means; 
means in a different succession, 415 means to gIve one of said operating means two 

10, In a machine capable of making single and rotations during a two cycle operation and pre-
multiple cycle operations involving a complete vent rotation of the other of said operating means 
transaction, printing means includin'g a plurality during one cycle of a two CYcle operation' con-
of impression means for printing in columns on nections intermediate the two cycle ope~ating 
record'material; a plurality of groups of impres- 110 means and the feeding means for feeding the. 
sian selecting devices; a plurality of actuating record material; and control means settable by 
means for operating said selecting devices' a said automatic means to control the effectiveness 
plurality of banks of control keys selectively ~p_ of said connections to cause the feeding means to 
erable for controlling certain of said actuating be fed only once during any operation involving 
means whereby the selecting means selects cer- 1115 only the operation of one of the control means of 
taln of the impression means for operation in a the first-mentioned group or one of the control 
certain sequence, said seqUential operation con- means of the second-mentioned group and for 
trol being effected during one operation to con- ~iving the record material two feeds when a key 
tr~l the selection during the next succeeding oper- m each of the two mentioned groups is operated 
atIon; a normally ineffective means automati- concurrently, , 
cally operated during a machine operation; a GO 12" In a machine adapted to make single 'and 
control member adjustable by the last-named multIple cycle opel'ations involving a complete 
actuating means to render the automatic means transaction, a main operating means for the ma-
effective during a succeeding operation of the chine; printing means for recording on record 
machine to move the selecting means into a new 811 material all of the data involved in the several 
position, certain of said control keys controll1ng operations of the complete transaction' a plural-
the machine for multiple-cycle operations; a. it~· o~ printing hammers Variably Ope~a.ted, de-
second automatic means rendered effective upon pendmg upon the type of operation forminl a 
operation of pne 01 the last-named control keys part of the complete transactIon; feeding means 
to readjust the selecting means to select the 1m- TO for the record material adapted to be variably 
pression means in a different sequence; feeding operated, depending upon the type'of operation 
means for the record material; and a plurality of involved in the complete transaction; a plurality 
selecting devices for said feeding means operable of groups of devices for controlling said variable 
in conjunction with a certain group of the above- operations of the printing hammers; a. group of 
mentioned selecting means for the impression ". members. to control the Variable operations of the 

• feeding means; control keys to control the aettb:l.i 
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of said devices and members; and means, actu
ated by the main operating means to automati
cally adjust certain of said members during a 
machine operation to modify the. control of the 
keys over the printing hammers and feeding 
means, to cause the hammers to be operated in a 
definite successive cycle and to shift the control 
over said devices and members back to the con
trol keys upon completion of said successive cycle 
of operations. , 

13. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of means to print on record material 
data involved in the complete registration of a 
multiple operation transaction; a plUrality of 
hammers for printing said data; a plurality of 
groups of selecting means for controlling the OP
eration.of said hammers; a plurality of banks of 
control keys selectively operable for controlling 
certain elements of said groups of selecting means 
to select certain hammers for operation in a cer
tain sequence; and means including a plurality of 
ratchet devices adapted to be controlled by cer
tain of said control keys to automatically adjust 
certain others of said elements one step during 
each machine cycle to vary the control 'of said 
control devices to select said hammers for opera
tion in a different manner and in a different 
sequence. 

14. In a machine of the class described, the com
bination of means to print on record material 
data involved in the complete registration of a 
multiple operation transaction; a plurality of 
hammers for printing said data; a plurality of 
groups of selecting means for controlling the 
operation of said hammers; a plurality of banks 
of control keys selectively operable for controlling 
said groups of selecting means to select certain 
of said hammers for operation in a certain se
quence; means including a plurality of ratchet 
devices adapted to be controlled by certain of 
said control keys to automatically adjust certain 
others of said elements one step during each 
machine cycle to vary the control' of said control 
devices to select said hammers for operation in a 
different manner and in a different sequence; 
feeding means for the record material; and a 
plurality of control members to contrOl the opera- , 
tion of said feeding means under control of said 
control keys and said ratchet devices for varying 
the feed upon operation of other of said control 
keys. 

chine to make single cycle operations; a bank of 
keys for controlling the machine to make multiple 
cycle operations; a plurality of hammers for 
printing the data in columns dUring all types of 

IS operations; a plurality of groups of control de
vices for controlling the variable operation of the 
hammers under control of one of the first-men
tioned banks of control keys for a sequential 
columnar recording; a ratchet device operable 

10 under control of one of said banks of single cycle 
control keys to adjust the control devices to there
by select the hammers to record data in columns 
in a predetermined sequence; a second 'ratchet 
device under .control of the multiple cycle bank of 

15 control keys for adjusting said control devices to 
a. predetermined position to thereby select a pre
determined column regardless of the sequential 
selection unit control of the single-cycle control 
keys, the second-mentioned ratchet device being 

20 connected to the first-named ratchet device and 
to certain of the groups of control devices; and 
means to prevent overthrow of the second-men
tioned ratchet device to thereby prevent over
throw of said certain of the groups of hammer 

26 control devices. 
17. In a machine adapted to make single and 

multiple 'cycle operations involving, a complete 
transaction, printing means for printing on rec
ord material the data involved in the several 

ao operations of a complete transaction; a plurality 
of banks of control keys for controlling the ma
chine to make single cycle operations; a bank of 
keys for controlling the machine to make multiple 
operations; a plurality of hammers for printing 

3t\1 the data on all types of operations; a plurality of 
groups of control devices for controlling the vari
able operation of the hammers, said control de
vices settable under control of one of the first
mentioned banks of control keys; a ratchet device 

40 operable under control of one of said banks of 
single cycle control keys to readjust the control 
devices after being set under control of said one 
bank of control keys to control the selection of 
the hammers to record data in different colunms 

4/s in a certain sequence; a second ratchet device 
actuated under control of the multiple cycle bank 
of control keys for readjusting said control de
vices to change the selection of the hammers to 
record data in a certain column, the second-

/SO mentioned ratchet device being effective to read
just the control devices into a predetermined 
position upon each operation thereof; feeding 
means for the record material; a plurality of con
trol members settable under control of the banks 

15. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of means to print on record material 
data involved in the complete registration of a 
multiple operation transaction; a plurality of 
hammers for printing said data; a plurality of 
groups of selecting means for controlling the 
operation of said hammers; feeding means for the 
record material; a plurality of control members 
for controlling variable operation of the feeding 60 
means; a plurality of banks of control keys for 
controlling the adjustment of said groups of 
selecting means and the group of control members 

511 of single cycle control keys to control the opera
tion of the feeding means at certain times. and 
operable under control of the multiple cycle con
trol keys to control the feeding means to operate 
at other times; and means to prevent overthrow 
movement of the second ratchet device during 
one of its variable movements under control of 
the multiple .cycle control keys to prevent over
throw of certain of the groups of hammer control 
means and certain of the feed control members. to control the hammers and the feeding means to 

make variable operations; a ratchet device to 
modify said adjustment of the groups of selecting 
means; and another ratchet device to restore the 
groups of selecting means to said adjusted posi
tion . 

. 16. In a machine adapted to make single and 
multiple cycle operations involving a; complete 
transaction, printing means for printing on rec
ord material the data involved in the several 
operations of a complete transaction; a plurality 

83 18. In a machine capable of making single and 
multiple cycle operations involving a complete 
trarisaction, printing means including a plurality 
of impression means for printing in columns on 
record material; a plurality of groups of impres-

70 sion means selecting devices; a plurality of banks 
of single cycle control keys to control the selec
tion devices; a bank of multiple cycle control 
keys to also control said selection devices; a dif-

of banks of control keys for controlling the ma- fI 
ferential means for eacIi of the single cycle con
trol banks of !teys, each differential being con-
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trolled by its associated bank of keys; means and controlled by said ratchet devices when con-
associated· with one bank of single cycle control trolled as above mentioned to control the opera-
keys and adapted to be controlled by a certain tiona of the feed means. 
other bank of single cycle control keys to cause 20. In a machine of the class described having 
the differential mechanism for said one bank of 5 & main operating means, the combination of 
keys to be controlled by Said certain bank of keys; printing means adapted to print on record mate-
a ratchet device controlled by the differential rial various types of data involved in the record-
mechanism of said one bank to·adjust the selec- ing of & complete transaction; a plurality of im-
tion devices from a certain poSition one step each pression means adapted to make a plurality of 
time the machine is operated during which said 10 impressions for recording said transaction; a plu-
one dift'erential is controlled by said certain other rality of groups of selecting means for variously 
bank of keys; and another ratchet device con- selecting said impression means for operation; a 
trolled by the bank of multiple cycle control keys plur&lity of groups of control keys to control the 
to restore said selection devices into said certain adjustment of one group of said selecting means; 
position when the machine is operated under 15' and automatic means operated by the main.oper-
control of said mUltiple cycle keys, when said ating means to directly adjust another group of 
multiple cycle key is operated following an oper- said selecting means, said other group of select-
ation of only one key of said certain other bank ing means acting jointly with said plurality of 
of keys. . groups of selecting means to determine the se-

19. In a machine capable of making single and 20 quential operation of the impression means in 
multiple cycle operations' involving. a complete fixed successive cycles to determine the number 
transaction, printing means Including a plurality of times each of the impreSSion means is to oper-
of impression means, each impression means pro- ate. 
vided for printing in a separate column on record 21. In a machine of the class described havilli 
material; a plurality of groups of impression 25 a main operating means, the combination ,of 
means selecting devices; a plurality of.banks of prlnting means adapted to print on record mate-
single cycle control keys to control the adjust- rial various types of data involved in the record-
ment of the selecting devices to Select the impres- ing of a complete transaction; a plUrality of lm-
sion means for sequential printing in the dift'erent pression means adapted to make a varying num-
columns; a bank of mUltiple cycle control key,S to 30 ber of impressions when recording said complete 
also control the adjustment of said selecting de- transaction; two groups of selecting means for 
vices; a dift'erentiaI means for each of the single selecting said impression means for operation in 
cycle control banks of keys, each differential a certain successive order; a plurality of groups of 
being controlled by its associated bank of keys; ·control keys to control the adjustment of one of 
means associated with one bank of single cycle 35 said groups of selecting means to determine the 
control keys and adapted to be controlled by a number of times each of the impression means is 
certain other bank of single cycle control keys to to operate and when they are to operate; means 
cause the dift'erential mechanism for said one operable by the main operating means to adjust 
bank of keys to be controlled by said certain bank the other group of selecting means to Jointly act 
of keys; a ratchet device which is controlled by fO With said one group of selecting means to control 
the differential mechanism of said one bank to the selection of said impression means to begin 
readjust the setting of. the selecting devices out of a new successive order when one successive order 
a certain set position when said one differential of printing has been completed; feeding means 
is controlled by said certain other bank of keys; for said record material; and a plurality of select-
another ratchet device controlled by the bank of " ing devices for causing said feeding means to feed 
multiple cycle control keys to restore the selecting the record material after a complete successive 
devices to said certain position, said other ratchet order has been effective to cause the prlnting of 
device controlJed by said mUltiple cycle keys when certain of the said data on the record matenal 
said mUltiple cycle key is operated following an under control of the same operated controi de-
operation of one key of said certain other bank of .. vices which control the selection of said impres-
keys; reCord material feed means; and feed sion means. . 
selecting means controlled by said keys to control EVERETI' H. PLACKE. 
the operation of the feed means at certain times 


